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_1._ Introduction

CD.

a

O

Education traditionally has had a significant. place
in the American heritage. Gunnar Myrdal M his

'classic-. study of American society, An American
Dilemtha, said of the role of education in American
dOnocratie thought and life: "Education has always

been the great hope for both, the individual and,
Society., In the American Creed ithaS been the main
ground upon which 'equality of opportunity for, the,
individual'. . .cciuld.be based."' Today, higher ede
cat* has.,become a necessity for social and eco-
noinic,mobility in our society. No less than for other
groups, higher echitation is particularly important`
foiblacks because it is a crucial vehicle for access to ality of segregation in public elementary andsecon,
the mainstream of American society' dary schools.' In 1954 the Supreme Court of the

Public systems of colleges and universities were United States ruled in Brown v. Board of Education
developed in the latter half. Af the 19th century as a that segregation in public education is a denial Of the
means of "democratizing" highet education by equal protection .of the Jaws.* The Brown decision
making it available to the large majority of the was followed by State and local opposition and
American. people:3 In the Southern and Border resistance to- desegregation' Consequently, Brown.States,' a separate and unequal system of public

had little immediate effect on desegregation ininstitutions developed for black Americans. (For a
public education at any level.list of traditionally black public institutions ofhigher. -

de
.

A cadeafter ifie Brower 'decision Congress'education see appendix Under The dual system,
the traditionally, black public institutions were sub- enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI of

jected to decades of fiscal deprivation, discrimina-
tion, ad underdevelopment. Al though these institir--
tions survived against great odds and succeeded in
educating generations of black Americans,segrega-
tion in public higher education effectively denied
equalitrof educitional opportunity, to blacks:

Efforts to desegregate Stoesystems of higher
education in the Southern and Bortler States began ..
in:the 1930s when blacks sought admission to white
graduate and piofessional schools.' In the 1950s
blacks in several States challenged the epnititution-

t.

`a

Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma (New York: Harper and Bros..
1944), p 882.
Ibid., p. 833. -
U.S., Department of the Interior, Office of Education, Survey of Land-

Giant Colleges and Universities by Arthur J. Klein (Washington. D.C.:
Government Printing.Office, 1930), vol. I, p: I.
' Tie Southern States are Alabama, Arkansas, Flonda, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virgin.
it. The Border States are Delaware, Kentucky, _Maryland,, Missouri,
Oklalsorha, and West Virginia.

Hoyard University, Institute for the Study of Educational Policy. The
Lengthening Shadow of Slavery. by John E. Fleming (Washington, D.C.:
Hinvint University Preis, 1976) (hereafter cited as The Lengthening Shadow
of Slavery), pp. 99-160.

Brown v Board of Education of Topeka, 98 F Suip. 797 (Dp Kan 1951);
Briggs v. Elliott; 98 F. gyp. 529 D S.0 1951); Davis v. Cdunty'School

_

Board of Prima Edward County, 103 F. Supp. 337 (E.D. Va. 1952),
Gebhart v. Belton, 87 A.2d 8624De1. ch. 1952); and Bolling v. Sharpe, 347,_
U.S. 497 (1954). .
' 347 U.S. 43 (1954). a
.1 M. 1(493. .

In Prince"Edward CCiunty, Virgi,...., for exeni'ple, the public schools were
closed to prevent desegregation. Griffin v. County School Board of Prince
EdwarVounty, Virginia, 377 U.S. 2:8(1964). See also Cooper v. karon,
358 U.S." 1 (1958); Goss v. Bokrd of Education, 373 U.S. 683 (1963);
McNeese v Board of Education, 37711.S. 668 (1963); Florida State ex rel.
Hawkins v. Board of Control, 350 U.S. 413 (1956); Lucy v. Board of
Trustees, 213 F 2d 846 (5th La 1954), Lucy v. Adams, 134 Supp. 235
(N.D. Ala.:1955), Lucy v. Adams, 350 U.S. 1 (1955), Adams v. Lucy. 228
F.2d 619 (th Cir. 1955), reheonng denied. Feb. 1, 1956, cm. denied 351 U.S.
931(1956)
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which_ required nondiscrimination in programs re-
ceiving Federal financial assistance." The Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare failed to
enforce Title VI in States operating dual systems of
higher education, and consequently, little deiegrega-
tion progress occurred since the States took no
affirMative, steps of their own."

The most recent effort to desegregate State
systems of higher education resulted from a series of
cos brought to compe! the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW)" to comply with
the provisions of the CiVil Rights Act of 1964
governing federally funded programs in relation to
school desegregation." In.Adams y. Califano, the
U.S.,, District Court for The District of Columbia
foui.A.B.F:-Ta efforts to desegregate State systims of
higher education to be inadequate." The court held
that HEW's continued granting of Federal funds to
public higher education systems which.: tia not,
achieved desegregation or submitted aaequate de-
segregation plans violated Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.'5. The court ordered HEW to
develop specific desegregation criteria. and to re-
quire six noncomplying States" to submit desegrega-
tion plans in accordance with the criteria,"

Accordingly, HEW issued "Revised riteria
Specifying- the Ingredients of Acceptable Plans to
Desegregate State Systems of Public Higher Educa-
tion,"" which focus on three major area's: (1) the
dismantling of the dual system with respect to black

" 42 U.S C. §2000d-§2000d-6 (1976 and Supp. II 1978).
" Adams v Richardson, 346 F.,Supp. 92.94 (D.D.C. 1973)
" Responsibility for the majority of the Federal educational programs aid
activities previously lodged in the Department of Health, Educatiortand
Welfare was transferred to the Department of Education on May 1. 1980
The new agency was created by law'on Oct. 17. 1979. 20 U.S.C.A. §3441
(Supp. 1980).
" Adams v. Richardson, 356 F. Supp. 92^.(D.D.C. 1973), modified 'and
Ord.. 480 F 2d 1159 (D.C. Cir 1973), supplemental order sub. nom., Ade.=
v Weinberger, 391 F Supp. 269 (D.D.C. 1975), second supplemental order
sub. nom.. Adams v. Califano. 430 F Supp. 118 (D.D.C. 1977). The
defendant m tech of The Adams suits was the incumbent Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The term "Adams' will be
used tb refer collectively to thefour decisions.
" 430 F. Supp. 118, 119-20 (D.D.C. 1977)
" Id. at 120.
" Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Oklahoma, North Carolina. and Virginia
Although the court in Adams v. Califano, 430 F. Sum, 118 (D.D.C. 1977),
ordered HEW to develop criteria to help these six States'implement
desegregation. HEW noted in the criteria that:

These criteria will be applied to a State which formerly operated a
dual system of public higher education under State law, if the Office

4'.

and white colleges; (2) the desegregation of student
enrollments. particularly at the traditionally .white.

institutions; and (3) the desegregation of faculty,
administraiive

a
staffs, nonacademic -personnel, and

.governing boards."
More than 25 years have elapsed since the historic

Brown decision, yet inequities in State systems of
higher education continue. In view of its concern
about' he continuing inequities, the COmmission has
undertaken an examination of the I tentiality of the
criteria to aid States in desegregatiag their higher
education systems." This statement contains the
results of that examination. The Conimission's pur-
pose in presenting this, statement is threefold: (1) to
clarify the purpose of higher education .desegrega-
tion and the need for the Department' of Education
to enforce vigorously the criteria; (2) to show, how.
strengthened criteria would help States in achieving .

effective unitary systems of higher education; a1.1
(3) to stress the need for Federal 'desegregationgregation
policy to take into accouht the unique and important,
role that the Nation's public black colleges have
playedand ihould continue to playin higher
education.

Because the Liroblems co,lifronting higher ed uca-
tion desegregation in the 1980s are a consequence of
the inherent inequities perpetuated by the dual
system," the statement begins with an overview of
'the historical effects -of segregation on educational
opportunities for black Americans. ;

for Civil Rights determines after investigation that the State,has failed
to remove the vestiges of racial segregation in its system in violation of
Title VI.

43 Fed. Reg. 4659 (Feb. 157 I978).
Adams v. Califano, 430 F.Suep. 118 (D.D.C. 1977).

1, 43 Fed. Reg. 6638.
9 rd.

The Commission- recognizes that efforts to desegregate colleges and
universities differ from those requiredfor desegfegating elementary and
secondary schools. These differences are that higher education is neithe
free nor compulsory. students are free to select the college that is best
suited to their needs and goals.1 See generally, Charles H. Holmes, "The
Affirmalive Duty to Deseeieg,ate State Systems of Higher Education
Without Eliminating Racially Identifiable Schools," North Carolina Law
Journal vol..5. pp. 365.167-70 (1974), Moreover, as the court noted in
Adams. desegregation in higher education must be dealt with on a
Statewide rather than a schoolby-school bar. (480 F.2d 1159, 1164 -65
(D.C. Cir. 1973.)
" Thomas Jesse Jones, ed.,.Negro Edueattok A Study of Private and Higher
Schools for Colored People to the United States, bulletin. vol. I. no 38 (1916;
reprinted New York. Arno Press and New York Times, 1969); The
LengtIsening Shadow of Slavery, pp. 70-71.

0
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2. The Dual System of Higher Education

The first-public higher eduCation institutions for
blacks were normal schools, Minded after the Civil
War to train black teachers for the newly emerging
segregated public school syStems in the Southern
and Border States.'- Missouri estaLfished the first
black public teacher training institution in 1870.
Subsequently, public teacher training institutions'
were established by the States of Alabama and
Arkansas in 1873, North.Carolina in 1877, Texas and
Louisiana itf*1879, Virginia in 1882, 'and Florida, in
1887.' Except for training as teachers, opportunities

for blacks to receive higher education were Iiiitited
during this early period:'

A second impetus for providing public higher
education opportunities for blacks was the land-

According 16 the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education: "Most
State colleges and universities have emerged from the normal school
tradition, which was a device for preparing teachers for a rapidly
expanding public education system. The original normal school was not a
college, it enrolled elementary school graduates, -provided them some
professional work, in pedagogy, and then returned them as teachers to the
elementary schools of the State. As public high schools expanded, normal
schools expanded.their programs in arts and sciences to provide future high
School teachers the substantive, knowledge they needed." .Lewis -Br

'Mayhew, The Carnegie CoMmiision on HigheP kducatio, (San Francisco.:
looser/Ws p. 173.
' During Iteconstruction-1867-76seveivSouthent States adopted con.
stitutioin without provision for segregation in schools. Lcuisiana and South
Carolina adopted State constitutions that required integrated schools. A

'Mississippi statute- made integrated schools optional. With the end of
Reconstruction came the restoration of the southern white, supremacist
government and aquick end to integration. Thereafter, segregation became
the accepted way of life in the South. U.S., Commission on.Civil. Rights.
Report of the United States Commission on Civil Rights (1959), p. 149; La.
Const. arts. 135, 136 (1868); S.C. Cant, art. -10 §I0 (1868); E. Franklin
FraziSr, The Negro in the United States (New York: MacMillan Co., 1957),
pp. 148-59.
' Ala. Acts 18734.176; Ark. LaWs 1873, No. 97, p. 23; N.C. Laws 1876-
77, ch. 234. §II, 2; La. Cont. 1879, art. 231; Texas Laws 187.2, ch. 159, p.
181; Vi. Laws 1881:82,-ch7266, p. 283; Fla. Laws 1887, ch. 3602.14..p. 37.

U S.. Commission on Civil Rights, Equal Protection of the Laws in Public
Higher Education (1960). pp. 2-5,9 (hereafter cited as Equal Protection).

7 U.S.C. §30I (1976); and U.S.. Department of the Interior. Office of

:

grant rprogram.° The firkr-Moriill "'Act of 1862
provided for the establishment of a college.in each
State emphasizing agricultural and mechanical arts,
as well as instruction in. classical, scientific, and
military subjects.° Although the first'Morrill Act did,
not contain' specific provisions for the education' of

_blaoki four States----:Mississippi, ,-South
Carolina, and Kentucky did set aside a 'partggf the
original land-grant endowment for the support of
black land-grant colleges.'

In 1890 Congress passed the second Morrill Act
that provided additional financial support,for land -
grant, colleges and specifically prohibited discrimi-
nation against blacks. The act provided, however,

Education. Survey of LandGrant College) and Universities by Arthur J.
Klein (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1930), vol. II, pp.
837-461bereafter cited as Survey of LandGrant Colleges vol. II).

7 U.S.C. 1301 (1976). ,Under tbe, provisions of the first Morrill Act of
1862, States having public lands cm an amount equal to 30,000 acres for
each Member of Congress as entitled by the 1860 censustwere giyen title to
such land. The law provided for the sale of whatever land that Was not used
as a college site, the proceeds to be used as a permanent endowment for one
or more colleges. A State without public lands was issued land scrip
(provisional documents certifying that the holder is entitled to shares of
land) for the amount in acres it lacked, which was to be sold and the
proceedvapplied to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least
one college. Survey of Land-Grant Colleges vol. II, p. 8. Morrill Act of July
12, I86Z ch. 130,12 Stat. 503.

Survey of LandGrant Colleges. vol. II, p. 838. in 1871 Mississippi
established Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, the first black
land -grant college, which received threefifths of the land -grant endow-
ment. In 1872 Virginia gave one-half of its endowment to Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute, a private school. The funds later were trans-
ferred to what is now Virginia State University. The South Carolina
Reconstruction Legislature, under the control of blacks, in 1872 gave all of
the endowment income to Claflin Uniiersity, a private black college. In
1879 the Claflin Share was reduced to one-htlf and in 1896 a State-
controlled, black land-grant college (now South Carolina State College)
was established to receive the endowment. In 1897 Kentucky assigned one-
twelfth of theandowment income to the Kentucky State Industrial School.
Sumey of Lanci-Grant Colleges vol. 2, pp. 838-39.

7 U.S.C. 1323 (1976).



that- separate colleges for blacks. would constitute
cbmpliance with the antidiscrimination. provisions.1

By 1900 all ofthe Southern -and BOrder States and
the .Territory of Oklahoma had separate land-grant
collegbs for blacks.'' The land-grant college pro-
gram, one of the most significant in Americar
educational history, "provided the momentum for
the development of colleges with-4 new sense of
direction to the needs of, a dominant force in
American society at the timerural America.""
The Morrill Act of 1890 is of particular significance
to black higher education because it provided
Federal sanction for the establishment of separate
colleges for blacks."

The "Separate but Equal" Doctrine
In 1896 the Supreme Court of the United States, in

Plessy v4 Fergusoti, 13 gave legal sanction to the
doctrine of "separate but equal?' Although the case
involved transportation, not education, the dictum
of the Plessy case became the basis for the "separate
but equal" doctrine in public education that was to
prevail for the next 58 years."

At the time Plessy was decided, a pattern of
segregation in public higher education in the South-
ern aiid Border States had been established by
policy, but not by law, it§ State requirements for
racial- segregation in elementary and secondary

- schools did not apply to.higher education."

The Morrill ci of 1890 erovidea that:
No money shall be pannt out under this Act to any State or territory for
the support and maintenance of a college where a distinction of raceor
color is_made in the admission of students, but the establishment of
such colleges separately for white and colored students will be held in
compliance with the provisions of this Act-if the funds received be
equitably divided. . . .

7 U.S.C. §323 (1976).
" Equal Protection. p. 8. The tunic, location, and date of establishment of

tithe Andgrant colleges for blacks under the first'and second Morrill Acts
can be found in Equal Protection. appendix A, p. 278.
11 Mayhew, The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. p.77.

"The Future of Black Colleges," Daedalus vol. 100 (Spring 1971), p. v.;
EqUal Protection. p. 8.
11 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
1' At issue in Messy was the constitutionality of a. Louisiana statute that
provided for separate accommodations for -3 and blacks on railroads in
the State. The court found that separa' the races did not necessarily
imply infiority of either race and was s ...asonable exercise of the State's
police power. Id. at 544.

Before 1900 all of the Southern iiiwl ,Border States had explicitly
provided flit public school systems with s;:parate schools for blacks and
Whites. Ali. Const. 1875. art. XII, §I; Ark. Acts 1866-67, No. 35. §5, p.100,
and Ark" Acts 1868, No. 52. p 163; Del. Conit. 1897. art. X.112. and Del.
Laws 1898, ch 67, §22. p 193; Fla. Laws 1865-66. ch. 1475: p.37, and Fly.
Const. 1885, art XII. §12; Gi taws 1870. No. 53.132, p. 57. Ky. Laws
1873-74, ch. 521. §16. p. 65. end Ky Const, 1890. 41870; La. Cost. 1898,
art 148; Md Laws 1865, and Md Laws. ch. 160. pp. 2-9 (biracial
attendance not expressly forbidden); Miss. Laws 1878, ch, 14, §35, p. 103;
Mo Consi 1$75. art XI. §8. N C Laws 1868=69, ch. 184, §50. p. 47.1And
N.C. Const. 1875, art. IX. Terr. Laws 1397. ch. 34. p. 268. and
Okla. Const. 1907. art XIII. §3; S.C. Const. 1895. art. XI. §7; Tenn. Const.

-4

ing the Plessy decision, the 17 Southern and Border
States began to require, by law, segregation in
colleges."

The First Challenges to Segregation
During the first half of the 20th century, black

colleges, particularly black land-grant colleges, were
the prinCipal centers for black public higher educa-
tion." Although the dual system maintained separate
colleges for blacks and whites, educational opportu-
nities for blacks were never comparable to those
available to whites." Studies of black collegeS
examining such tangible factors as facilities and
equipment, libraries, types of programs and degrees
offered, and the financial support received )5, these
colleges revealed extensive inequalities."

A significant deficiency in the dual system was the
failure to provide opportunities for blacks beyond
the baccalaureate degree." In the early 1930s none
of the public black colleges. offered graduate or
professional education?' As blacks began to seek
opportunities for gradtfate and professional educa-
tion not offered at the public black' colleges, the
Southern States enacted legislation providin; :or the
payment of tuition fees for blacks to attend out-of- '
State or private in§titutions." By 1948 almost all of

1870, art. XI, §12, and Tenn. Laws 1869-70, ch. 33, §4, p. 41; ;Tex. Const.
1876, In. VII, §7, and hex. Laws 1876, ch. 110, §§53-54: p. 209; Vs. Laws
1869-70, ch. 219, §47, and Va. Const. 1902, §140; W. Va. Alts 1866, ch. 74,
§26. R. 62; W. Va. Laws 1867, ch. 98, §19, p. 117; and W. Va. Const. 1872,
art. XII, §8. None of these statutes requiring segregation of public schools
applied to colleges. However, since normal schools And land-grant
institutions in these States were being developed for blacks: a seneral
pattern of segregation in higher education was established. Equal Protec-
tion. p. 9.
11 Equal Protection. p. 13.
" Survey of LandGrant Colleies. vol. II, p. 837.

Equal Protection. p. 37; Thomas lase Jones, ed.. Negro Education: A
Study of Private and Higher Schools for Colored Peopkn the United States.
bulletin. VOL . 1, no. 38 (1916; reprinted New York: Arno Press and the New
York' Times, 1969), p. 60 (hereafer cited as A Study of Private and Higher
Schools).

1 For studies showing the inequalities, see A Stuffy of the Private and Higher
Schools This study was originally prepared in 1916 for the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Education, in cooperation with the Phelps-
Stokes Fund. a philanthropic organization setupup to aid in the enhancement
of black education and the study of black institutions; Survey of Land-Grant
Colleges vol. 11. pp. 837.845.
1* Equal Proiictioit. p. 37.
" By 1938,severi traditionally Mick, institutions offered graduate instruc
tion. Three were publicly controlled institutionsVirginia State College
(1937). Prairie View State College (1938), and federally-supported Howard
University (1921). Three were privately controlled institutionsFisk
University (1927), Hampton Instaute (1927), and Atlanta University (1929);
and .sne. Xavier University (1933). was a church school. E. Franklin
Frazier. The Negro in the United States (New York: MacMillan Co.. 1957),
pp. 473-74.
" Equal Protection. p15.

1 0
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the Southern and Border States had taken such
steps." By furnishing tuition grants to blacks, the
States continued to provide "separate but equal"
education to blacks without the costly expanse of
duplicating graduate and professional facilities."

Legal challenges to segregation in higher educa-
tion began in the early 1930s when the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) began a deliberate attack on segregation
with a series of lawsuits to secure lilaCk admission to
traditionally white graduate and professional
schools."

The first. significant judicial assessment of die_
tuition -grant sysiem occurred in 1935 in Pearson v.
Murray, a! in 1ch the courts ruled that such grants .
violated. the ec lal protection clause of the 14th
amendment to the U.S. Constitution." Following
the Murray decision, Texas, Virginia, and Louisiana
established graduate schools at their black State
colleges." In 1938 West Virginia became the first of
the Southern and Border States voluntarily to admit .
blacks to the graduate and professional schools at
West Virginia University."

Blacks continued to file suits seeking admission to
white public graduate and professional schools.
Between 1938 and 1950, four major cases reached
the Suprethe Court of the United States. In.the first,
Missquri ex reL Gaines y. Canada,_ the Court ruled
that out-of-State tuition grants for blacks were
unconstitutional and that a- State must ifrovide
"substantially equal" educational opportunities for
all residents of a State." In the 9 years followinethe
Gainesdecision, separate advanced degree. programs
were established for blacks in Missouri, North
n W VA? Acts 1927, ch. 10, p. 13: Md. Laws 1933, ch. 234, p. 407; Okla.
Laws 1935, ch. 34;p. Os. Ky. Acts. 1936. cr. 43. p. 110; Va. Acts 1936, ch. .
352, p. 561:Tenn. Acts 1937, ch. 256. p. 104kN.C. Laws193<th. 65. p. 88;
La. Acts 1946. No. 142. p. 412; Texas Special Laws 1939, ch. 8, pp. 3100359
(appropriation to(); Ark. Acts 1943. ch. 345. p. 769; Ala. ACts 1945, No. 64,
p. 61; Fla. Laws 1947. ch. 24124, §1; Miss. Laws 1948, ch. 282; p. 306.
" Equal Protection. pp. 14-IS.
" Howard University, Institute -for the Study of Eduailional Policy, The
Lengthening Shadow of Slavery, by John E. Fleming (Washington, D.C.:
Howird University %Press. 1976), pp. 99-100 (hereafter cited as The
Lengthening Shadow oSlavery).
" 182 A. 590 (Md. 1936). Donald Murray. a black Amherst College
graduate and resident of Maryland,.was denied admission to the University.
of Maryland Law School on the basisbf race Maryland had no law school
for blacks. but provided tuition grants for black students to attend private

". oul-of-Stateirislifutiols. id at 592-94. 0 ,
" id at 59244.
" Texas established a graduate department at Prairie View A&M College
in 1937 Texat Laws 1937, ch. 444, §5, p. 979. In 1936 a resolution of the
VirgunkState department of education established graduate courses an
education at the Virginia StateCollege for blacks at Ettrick. Lonisianatalso

by State board resolution. establahed 'graduate courses in education for
blacks under the genial directirin of Louisiana State University. Rufus
Clement. 'Legal frovisions for. Graduate and Professional Education of

Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana, and
South Carolina."

In Sipuel v. Board of Regents, the CoUrt held that
Oklahoma had a duty to provide simultaneously the
same educational opportunities for blacks as it does
for whites." In 1950 the Court delivered two
opinions that craciced the foundation of the doctrine
of "separate but equal." In Sweatt v. 'Painter, ,the
Court held that requiring the plaintiff to attend a
separate law schof.? for blacks which did not have
equal facilities was a violation of the equal protec-
tion clauie of the 14th amendment to the U.S.
Constitution and that the plaintiff had a constitution-
al right to be admitted to the University of Texas
Law School." Although the Court did not reexa-
mine the constitutionality of "separate but equal" in
Sweatt, it groaciened the test 'of equality to include
not only such tangible factors as the number and
qualifications of teachers, the size of the student
body, and the quality of the library and educational
facilities, but also such intangibles as the reputation
of the faculty, The prestige and tradition of the
institution, and the influence and standing of the
alumni in the community." In the Sweatt decision
the Court cane oldie to saying dial separate cannot
be equal. a .

In the second opinion delivered by the Court,
McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 35 the plaintiff,
having successfully sued for admission to.. the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Graduate School, was required
to sit apart froni-white students in the classroo' rivand

.

library and to ,>:at at a Separate time in the cafeteria."
Court held that once admitted to a white

Negroes in States Operating a Separate School System," Journal of Negro
Education. vol. 8 (1939). pp. 144-47.
" Lawrence,V. Jofdan, "Educational Integration in West VirginiaOne
Year ARer,:' !cmel of Negro Education. vol. 241 (1955), pp. 371-72.
" 30S U.S. 337.351 (1938).
" For example. North Carolina established departments for the study of
law, pbarmacy, and library science at the, North Carolina College for
Negroes at Durham in 1939. N.C. Laws 1939, ch. 65, §2, p. 88. In addition.
Tamessee (Tenn. Acts. 1941, ch. 43. p. 136): Kentucky (NAACP, Annual
Report (1941), p. 15; NAACP, Annual Report. (042), pp. 15-16). Louisiana
(La. Acts. 1946, No. 142. p. 412), and South Carolina (SC. Acts 194S, Na.
223, p. 401; S.C. Acts. 1946, No. 601, p. 1605; S.C. Acts. 1947, p. 622)
quickly established graduate or professional programs after blacks filed
suns, but befoie the cues were adjudicated. Equal Pro6ction.Vp.21-23.
" 332 U.S. 631,632-33 (1948).
" 339 U.S. 620.635-36 (1950). After denying admission to Herman Sweatt,
a black applicant, to the Univeesity of Texas LaW School, the State opened
a separate law school for blacks. Sweatt refused to,enroll in the separate
school chargiatthat thb educational facilities at the bla-k lawichool were
not comparable to those at the University of Texas Law SchOpl. Id at 631-
32. ,
" Id at 633-34.
" 339 U.S. 637 (1950).
" id at 640.
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Institution, a black student could not be treated
differently"

Following the Sweatt and the McLaurin decisions,
State and Federal courts ordered the admission of
blacks to the major State universities in Virginia,
Missouri, Louisiana, North Carolina, and Tennes-
see." On the eve of the Brown decision, blacks .had
gained admission to the white graduate and profes-
sional institutions in 12 of the 17 Southern and
Border States, although, in some instances, only for
courses not offered at the States' public black
colleges." The other five StatesAlabama, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolinastill
maintained complete segregation."

Most of the pre- Brown litigation concerned
admission to graduate and professional programs at
State universities because such programs were not
available at the black public collages. Because
separate public undergraduate colleges for blacks
were available in each of the 17 Southern 'and
Border States, there were fewer efforts to desegre-
gate white undergraduate institutions. Between 1946
and 1954, a few white colleges and junior colleges
yoluntarily admitted black students, and in other
instances, blacks gained admission through the
courts."

The test of equality in inany of the cases before.
the cows concerning segregated undergraduate
education included such factors as the relative
convenience and cost of attending local white
colleges as compared v3ith a black college in another
part of the State." On these grounds, courts ordered
the admission of blacks to undergraduate institutions
in Kentucky, Texas, andlouisiana."

" Id. at 642.
" See. e.g. Wilson v. Bored of Supervisors. 92 F. Supp. 986 (ED. La.
1950). °lid 340 U.S. 909 (1951); McKissick v. Carmichael. 187 F.2d 949
(4th Cir. 1951). cert. denied 341 U.S. 951 (1951); Equal Protection. pp. 34-
35.

The 12 State. were 144arland. West Virginia. Arkansas, Dilaware
Oklahoma. Kentucky. Louisiana. Missouri. Tens, Virginia. North Caroli-
na. and Tennessee. Equal Protection. p. 36."
" See. e.g. Parker v. University of Delaware, 75 Aid 225 (Del. 1930).
Wilson v. City of Paducah. 100 F, Supp. 116 (W.D. Ky. 1951); Brittle v.
Wichita Falls Junior College District, 101 F. Supp. 82 (N.D. Tea.. 1151),
aff'd 204 F.2d 632 (5th Cir. 1953), cert. denied 347 U.S. 974 (1954). 1

" See. e.g. Wilson v. City of Paducah. 100 F. Supp. 116 (W.D. Ky. 1951);
Battle v. Wichita Palls Junior College District. 101 F. Supp. 82 (N.D. Tex.
1951). ofd 204 F.Zel 632 (5th Cr. 1953). rem denied 347 U.S. 974 (1,54k
Constantine v. Southwestern Louisiana InVitute, 120 F. Supp. 417 (W.D.
Ca. 1954).
" td
H Step kn L wasby, Anthony A. D'Amato. and Rosemary Metrailer.
Desegrabtion from Brown to Xlexander (Ca.-bondale and Edwardsville:
Southern Illinois University Press. 1977). p. 57.
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The Brown Decision
By 1950 the meaning of "separate but equal" in

higher education had evolved to require a State to
provide within its borders, simultaneously, the same .
courses9of study; educational facilities of the same
size, Auality, and variety; colleges of the same
prestige; and faculties of the same reputation for
both whites and blacks." The definition of "equal"
!had become: defined narrowly so as almost to
preclude the equalization of separate facilities.

In those earlier decisions, the Supreme Court .of
the United States had avoided reexamination of the
Plessy doctrine and had not ruled on the question of
segregated public education below the graduate and
professional level." The time was considered ripe
for a direct challenge to the constitutionality of
"separate but equal."", The NAACP Legal Defense

' and Educational Fund, Inc., initiated five separate
class action challenges tt segregation in public
elementary and secondary schools in Kansas, N/irt
ginia, Delaware, South Carolina,, and the District of
Columbia." four c.f these cases were later consoli-
dated under the single' name of Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka." ".

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court of, the
United States, in a unanimous decision, ruled that
racially segregated public schools deprive black
Children ofihe equal protection of tne laws guaran-
teed by the 14th amendment. The Court said:

Does segregation of children in public schools
solely on the basis of race even though the
physical facilities and other "tangible" factors
may be equal, deprive the children of the

" NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. Inc., 25 Years Since
Brown (1979). p. 17, This document is booklet commemorating the Brows
decision.

Washy, D'Arnato, and Metrailer. Desegregation from Brown to Alexanden
pp. 58-59; Richard Kluger, Simple Justice (New York: knoll'. 1976). pp.
290-94. e
" The cues were Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 98 F. Supp.
797 (I). Kan. 1951); Briggs v. Elliott, 98 F. Supp: 529 (ED.S.C. 1951);
Davis v. County School Board of Prince Edward Couoty, 103 F. Sunk.. 337
(ED. Va. 1952); Gebhart v. Belton. 87 A.2d 862 (Del. ch. 1952); and
Bolling ii.lharpe. 347 U.S. X497 (1954).

" Known collectively as the SchooI Segregation Case; thefour suits. which
challenged the constitutionality of segregation In public education based on
the equal protection clause of the 14th amend:nest to the U.S. Constitutiz
were consolidated under the single name of Brown v. Board of Education
of Topeka. 347 U.S. 483 (1954), the first case to reach the Seprente Court of
the United Stater The fifth suit. Bollinie v. Sharpe. 347 U.S. 497 (1954) filed

-in Washington. D.C.. :nye:feed the due process clause of the 5th amend-
ment because the District of Columbia was governed by the Congas and
the 14triifienditsent applied only to the States.



minority group of equal educational opportuni-
tiei? We believe-thit it does."

The -Court contiltided that "in the fielcl* of public
education the doetrine of `separate-but equal' has no
plade. Separate education -facilities are inherently
Unequal.""

- The BroNn decision had little immediate effect;_
:litigation continued to be the chief means for
desegregating public colleges and universities." As a
'result, - progress. n-desegregating State- systems of

. :higher echiloOtiOn was slow; minimal, and confined
7.1afgelY,to theBorder States."

The -siX.BOrdei 'States,- Voluntarily or by court
Ordei;-already;hacilaken:sinnesteps toward desegre-
,:satiOnTrior to,-4954."- Following the BrOwn deti-
:sion,'Maryland, West Virginia;-,Missouri, Oklahoma,
and the District of Columbia took legislative and
administrative action to abolish de jure segregation

Public; -higher education. In all of the Border
-Staies,,Publia:white colleges _and Universities were

opened-tO-black-students,-and-hite-studentabegan-
..fo,:enrolLin.-the traditionally black :institutions in

BroWn v. Board of Education. 347 U.S. 483, 493 (1954).
495

Betause the issue in the Brown case was segregation in elementary and'
-

secondary schooll, the applicability of the decision to higher education was
challenged many times-in the courts. For example, Tureaud v. Board of
Supervisors. 207y.2d pm (5th Cir. 1953), vacated per cbriam, 347 U.S. 971
(1954); Hawkins V. board of Control, 60 So. 2d 162 (Fla. 1952), vacated per
csi,i iii 347 U.S. 971 (1954), 83 So, 2d 20 (Fla. -1955), vacated per curium,

. 350 U.S. 413' (1956) Frazier v. Board of Trustees, 134 F. Supp. 589
(M.D.N.C.1955);_Atkins-V. Mathews, Rak.e AA' Liteix 323 (ED. Tex.
-1956 Shipp v: White; Civ. No. 2789; (N.D. Tex., Feb. I I, 1960); Booker v.

ennesiee Board.ofdueation. 240 F.2d 689 (6th Cir. 1957), cert. denied
353 U:S.c965: (1957). second Brown decision, Brown v. Board of

Educition, rendered -in 1955; Addressee the question of 'implementing
ptibli.e.schciol desegiegiern. ComaiinlysknoWn as Brown II, this decision
set the parr. -for desegregation, requiring the admission of blacks to public
schoOls."with all deliberate speed," 349 U.S. 294, 301 (1955). Since the
phrase "ill deliberate speed" was often interpreted as meaning more
deliberation and less speed, the pace of desegregation in the public schools
Wastkii slow. The argument that it also Applied to higher education was
used repiatedly.to thwart desegregation on that level as well. In Florida ex.
retliawkins v.-Board of Control, 350 U.S. 413 (1956), the Supreme Court.

theAlnited Slates ruled that itrdecision ui.BrOwn II did not apply-to
,,higher:educatait and black applicants were entitled to "prompt" admission.
Id at 4(4. .

_' rEgiralProtiiiiptt4. 51-54..
- '!-Jifid, Maryland (1936), West Virginia (1938),-Delaware and Oklahoma
..(1948), Kentucky (1949), and Missouri (1950). The Oklahoma statute (Okla.
Acts. 1949,ch. 15, p, 609) provided only for at the graduate level

-and on a segregated bash, while the Kentucky act (Ky. Acts. 1950, ch. 155,
p.615) permitted desegregation at any level of higher education.
" The desegregation othlack institutions reached major proportions in
Welt- Virginia and Missouri. By 1959 West Virginia State College enrolled
60 percent white students; Bluefield State College (West Virginia) enrolled
38 percent white students it was estimated that Lincoln University.in
Missouri enrolled 34 to 38 percent' white students in 1958. Louis
Redding. "Dcegregation in Higher Education in Delaware," Journal of
Negro Education, vol. 27 (1958), pp. 253, 256; Southern School News. vol. 3, f'
no. 12 (June 1957), p. 7: Southern School News, vol. 2, no. I (December

Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, West Virginia, and
Missouri."

The States of Arkansas, Virginia, and North .
Carolina, however, made only "limited and circum-
scribed" effOrts to desegregate their .State institu-
tions.".By 1959 very few blacks were enrolled in the
white public colleges in these States." The Universi-
ty of Arkansas, for example, admitted blacks only
for courses not offered at the black public college."
The University. of Virginia had a similar policy."

i%e University of North Carolina enrolled 0.8
percent blacks in its undergraduate schools."

In Tennessee and Texas, blacks were admitted to
white State universities only after protracted- litiga-
tion'" In= 1959, 11 State colleges^ and universities in
Texai maintained a policy Of complete exclusion of
black students." Massive resistance to desegregation
occurred in Alabama, Georgia, Florida; Louisiana,
Mississippi,_ outh_Cs-mlina." These States used
a vagiety administrative; legislative: and legal
techniques deny blacks admission to white;, col-
leges and universities." Several States also enacted

1959), p. I; Southern School News. vof 1, no. 2 (July 1955), p. 10; Equal
Proteition. pp; 50-68; Southern School New vol: 7; sio:-2 (October 1954), p.
7; C.H. Parrish, "Desegregation of Higher Education in Kentucky,"
Journal of Negro Education, vol. 27 (1958), pp. 260, 265; Southern School
News. vol. 7, no. 2 (August 1960), p. 4; Elaine M. Aber, "A Reverse Pattern
of Integration," Journal of Educational Sociology, vol. 22 (1959), pp. 283-84;
Southern School News. vol.-6, no. II (May 1960), p. 6; Equal Protection,p.
56. .

" Equal Protection, p: 56.
" Ibid., pp. 56-57. Stephan Stephan, "The Status of Integration and
Segregation in Arkansas," Journal of Negro Education, vol. 25 (1956), pp.
212, 219.
" Equal Piotection, p. 5'7.
" Ibid.
" Ibid., p. 59.
* As a result of the Sweatt v. Painter (339 U.S. 629 (1950)) and Gray v.
University of Tennessee (342 U.S. 517 (1952)) decisions, the University of
Texas and the University of Tennessee admitted blacks to their graduate
and professional schools for courses not offered at the black Statesolleges.
After the Brown decisions, Tennessee and Texas uscd legal, legislative, and
administrative actions to avoid desegregation. See, for example, Booker v.
Tennessee ,Bcard of Education, 240 F.2d 689 (6th Cir. 1957), cert. denied,
353 U.S. 965 (1955); Whitmore v. Stilwell, 227 F.2d (5th Cir. 1955);
Resolution of the State Board of Education of Tennessee, 1 Race ReL L
Rep.. 262-63 (1956);-Wichita Falls Junior College-Dist. v. Battle, 204 F.2d
632 (5th Cir. 1954), cert. denied 347 U.S. 974 (1954); Allan v. Master, Civ.
No. 1481 (ED. Tex., Jan. i8, 1955), White v. Smith I Race ReL L Rep. 324
(W.D. Tex. 1955).
" Equbl Protection, p. 67.
" The term "massive resistance" denotes thc 'Ise of laws, resolutions, and
dilatory tactics by State officials to thwart the implementation of school
desegregation. Charles H nolmes, "The Affirmative Duty to Desegregate
State Systems of Higher Education Without Eliminating Racially Identifi-
able Schools," North Carolina Centrid Law Journal vol. 5 (Spring 1974),
pp. 356, 366, n. 6.
". For example, admission tests were introduced; recommendations from
alummi or circuit court judges were required; new age restrictions were
set; subjective character assesssaents were made of applicants; or gradua
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laws to stop desegregation." For example, the
Mississippi legislature enacted legiilation airriett'lt
reserving, "racial segregation" in the State's higher
education system. To thwart desegregation efforts,
the legislature authorized the closing of institutions
under the Luise of maintaining public peace and
tranquility.6 South Carolina and Georgia enacted
measures to deny State appropriations to institutions
that did not rpfain segregated."

The politics of massive resistance were epitomized
by the events surrounding the desegregation of the
Universities of Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia.
In 1961, after numerous legal and administrative
delays and campus riots, the University of Georgia,
under' Federal court order, admitted two black
students."

The enrollmedt of one black student at the
University of Mississippi in 1962 and two black
students at the, University of Alabama in 1963
required not only a Federal court order but also the

-intervention of_the_President of the United States,
who federalized the National Guard and sent thou-
sands of Federal troops and marshals to ensure the
safety of the black students." In addition to these
celebrated examples, court orders were required to
desegregate the major public universities in South
Carolina, Florida, and Louisiana."

The emphasis of higher education' desegregation
during this 'period centered on securing the admis-
sion of blacks to traditionally white institutions."
Although 72 percent of the white public higher
education institutions in the Southern and Border
States enrolled a small number of blacks in 1964,64
percent of those institutions in the Deep South were
still totally segregated." The majority of black
students in these States continued to attend tradition-
ally black institutions, and the institutions continued
to occupy the second class status -afforded them

non from an accredited institution was made i prerequisite (blEck colleges
in these States were not accredited at the time). See Equal Protection. pp.
69-96.
" Ibid.. pp. 81-90
" Miss. Laws 1958, ch. 311. p 527.
" S.0 ActS 1956. no. 813. p 1841.1 Race Rel. L Rep. 731 (1956), Equal
Protthion. pp. 32-84.89f96.
" Southern School News.'vol 7. no, 8 (February 1901), pp 1,8.
" U S.. Commission on Civil Rights. Twenty Years After Brown (1977), pp
19-20. Southern School News. vol. 9, no 5 (November 1962). p. I.
" Soe, e.g.. Combre v Frasier. Civ, No. 4743 (ED. La, Dec. 17,1954),
Wells v Dyson Civ No 4679 (E.D La., Apr 2. 1955), Hawkins v Board
of Control, 162 F.-jupp. 851 (N.D. Fla 1958).
' For a detailed discussion on the admission of blacks to traditionally
white institutions. see Equal Protection. pp. 52-96
" Frank Bowles and Frank A DeCosta, Bet wen Two Worlds A Profile of
Negro Education (New York McGraw Hill Co.. 1971). p. 73.
" Equal Protection, pp. 97-.142 In this report, the U.S. Commission on
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under segregation." The Brown decision and subse-
quent cOurt..decisions during this period had little
effect on improving the educational opportunities of
black students or on the conditions of public black
colleges."

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964

Because little progress was achieved in providing
blacks with equal educational opportunity, civil
rights advocates began to stress the need for stron-
ger Federal action to end discrimination. In response
to their call for equality and justice, the U.S.
Congress passed the most comprehensive civil rights
act since _Reconstruction: the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Title VI of the act states:

No person in the United States shall, on the
ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, or be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Feder-
al financial assistance."

The Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare (HEW) was given responsibility for enforcing
Title VI in educational institutions receiving Federal
financial assistance."

BetIkeen 1964 and 1969, HEW's efforts to imple-
ment Title VI were directed at desegregating ele-
mentary and secondary schools.77 Not until 1969-70
did HEW examine 10 of the States that operated
dual systems of public higher educationArkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louiiiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Vir-

Civil Rights presented a companson of the education offered at the white
public college with thpt of the black public college, revealing the
magnitude of the black student's deprivation of educational opponnnities in
higher education. .°
" Ibid., pp. 69-142.
" Civil Rights Act of July 2.1964, P.L. 88-352, Title Y1, §601,78 Stat. 252
(1976 and Supp. II, 1978).
'* Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. §§2000d (1976).
' With respect to dual systems of education, Title VI compliance
procedures require that the enforcing agency first seek voluntary compli-
ance from recipients that have not eliminated the vestiges of the dual
system. Failure to comply voluntanly could lead to the termination of or
refusal to grant Federal financial assistance. As an alternative, those
refusing to comply voluntarily may be referred to the Department of

o Justice. 45 C.F.R. §808 (aXbXcX1979).
" U.S . Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Effort-1974. vol. III, To Ensure Equal Edi,co.rmal Opportunity (1975). pp.
127-28. Adams v. Richardson. 356 F. Supp 92,9 (D.D.C. 1973).
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giniato determine whether their educational sys-
tems were desegregated." HEW found that these
States were continuing to operate segregated dual
higher education systems in violation of Title VI,
notified them of that conclusion, and advised them

their obligation to submit statewide plans for
desegregation." Although five StatesFlorida,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Oklaho-
mafailed to submit plans and the other five
submitted plans unacceptable to HEW, the Depart-
ment did not take administrative enforcement action
against any of them."

HEW's failure to carry out its Title VI responsi-
bilities in the higher education systems in these 10
States and in hundreds of elementary and secondary
school districts' led to a series of class action suits
seeking to enforce Title VI."

The Adams Cases
In Adams v. Richardson, the NAACP Legal

Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF) filed, in
1970, a class action suit on behalf of black students,
citizens, and taxpayers against the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and its Office for
Civil }tights. The action was brought for declara-
tory and injunctive relief with respect to the en-
forcement of Title VI in relation to school desegre-
gation." In deciding the case the district court held
that "continuation of HEW financial assistance to
the segregrated systems of higher education in the
ten States violate[d] the rights of plaintiffs and
others similarly situated protected by Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964."" The court further held
that once HEW determines that a State system of
higher education is violative of Title VI, and where
efforts to achieve voluntary compliance within a

" Adams v. Richardson, 356 F. Supp. 92. 94 (D.D.C. 1973), modified and
affd. 480 F.2d 1159 (DC. Cir. 1973), supplemental order sub. nom.. Adams
v. Weinberger, 391 F. Supp. 269 (D.D.C. 1975), second supplemental order
sub. nom.. Adams v. Califano, 430 F. Supp. 118 (D.D.C. 1977).
" Adams v. Richardson. 356 F. Supp. 92.94 (D.D.C. 1973).

Id.'
" 356 F. Supp. 92 (D D C. 1973) This suit and subsequent suits by Adams
were filed against the incumbent Secretanes of the Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare.
' id at 93-94.
" id at 94.
" Id. at 94-95.
" id HEW was ordered to repqd to the plaintiffs on all steps taken to
comply with the present court injunction, including a descnpton of action
taken by the Department of Justice on higher education violations referred
to it by HEW. Under the provisions. HEW was to make available
descnptions of public higher education complaints of racial segregation
received by it with explanations of specific reasons for mut:on, findings as
to absence or presence of racism, and its reasons for not commencing

reasonable period are ineffective, HEW has a duty
to commence compliance proceedings." The district
court ordered HEW to commence enforcement
proceedings within 120 days against States that
failed to undertake higher education desegregation.
Specific and, substantial reporting requirements on
the part of HEW were ordered."

O>t appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit affirmed the district
court order, granting a period of 120 days for
submission of higher education desegregation plans
by the 10 States; but the court of appeals gave an
additional 180 days thereafter,for negotiation before
commencement of compliance proceedings against
States not submitting acceptable plans. In doing so,
the cc-art of appeals noted that:

Perhaps the most serious problem in this area is
the lack of State-wide planning to provide more
and better trained minority group doctors,
lawyers, engineers and other. professionals. A
predicate for minority access to quality post-
graduate programs is a viable, coordinated
State-wide higher education policy that takes
into account the sptcial problems of minority
students and Black colleges. . .[T]hese Black
institutions currently fulfill a crucial need and
will-continue to play an important role in Black
higher education."

In November 1973 and April 1974 HEW sent
individual letters to the 10 States identifying require-
ments of an acceptable desegregation plan." HEW
accepted desegregation plans from 8 o the 10 States
in June 1974. Louisiana refused to submit a plan and
Mississippi's plan was deemed unacceptable by
HEW." Both States were referred to the Depart-
ment of Justice, which subsequently filed suit."

enforcement procedures when racism is present. It n through these
reporting requirements that the court and the plaintiffs are able to monitor
the ,Title VI enforcement efforts of HEW (or the Department of
Education).

480 F.2d 1159, 1164-65 (D.D.C. Cir. 1973). The court gave the
additional time because, in its view, the problems of higher education
desegregation differ widely from those in elementary and secondaiy
schools and because HEW admittedly lacked expenence in dealing with
higher education desegregation. By consent of the parties, the higher
education enforcement deadline was later extended to June 21, 1974. 430F.
Supp. 118. 119 (D.D.C. 1977).
" 480 F. 2d 1159, 1164-65 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
" 430 F Supp. 118, 119 (D.D.C. 1977).
"
" In 1974 the Department of Health, Edacation, and Welfare referred both
cases to the ,Department of Justice for initiation of suit. Because pnvate
suits were pending involving the same matters, the district courts asked the
government to drop its suits and join the pnvate suits. The suits, known as
United States v. Louisiana. Civ. No. 74-68 (M D. La.) and Ayers and
United States v Finch. Civ. No. D.C. 75-9K (N D. Miss.) are both still
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In 1975 the eight States submitted progress reports
to HEW-covering the first year of desegregation."
Finding little evidence of, ven minimal progress,,the
plaintiffs in the Adams case sought further relief,''
While the district court was considering the motion,
separate actions removed Maryland and Pennsylva-
nia from the suit."

In .1977 the district court in Adams v. Califano
found that the desegregation plans accepted by
HEW in 1974 failed to meet the reqiiirements earlier
specified by HEW for, -acceptable desegregation
plans." The evidence revealed that the 1974 de-
segregation plans had failed to change the segreglt-
ed and discriminatory patterns that existed when the
plans were accepted." The court .held that HEW's
continued granting of Federal funds to public higher
education systems in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Virginia, which had
not achieved desegregation or submitted adequate

'desegregation plans, violated Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The court granted the plain-
tiffs' motion for further relief and ordered HEW to:
(1) notify the remaining six States that their 1974
plans were not adequate to comply with Title VI; (2)
devise criteria, specifying the ingredients of an
acceptable higher education desegregation plan; and
(3) require the six States to submit desegregation
plans in accordance with the new criteria."

Dismantling the Dual System
The requisites for dismantling the dull syste

necessarily must focus on remedying the historical
inequities perpetuated by segregation. To achieve a

pen& On April 30. 1980. the Federal District Court for the Middle
District of Louisiana directed the Department of Justice to submit to
Louisiana State officials suggested elements of an acceptable plan and
directed the State to respond to the goverment's submission. The Depart.
ment of Justice's submission, which adopted.the HEW criteria, was made
on May 15. 1980. Louisiana officials subsequently invited the gbvernment
to participate in settlement discussions. On June 30, 1980. the court gave
both parties until April 7. 1980. to negotiate and report whether or not an
agreement could be made.*Settlement talks took place in July 1980.
Louisiana officials have agreed to consider the matters discussed in the May
15 submission. To expedite matters, the court has set April 6. 1981, as the
trial date. The settlement negotiation and trial preparation are proceeding
simultaneously In the event a settlement is not reached by April 1981, both
parties will be prepared to go to trial.
In the Mississippi case, with regard to 4year institutions, the Federal
District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi let December 1980
as the deadline for taking discovery Both parties were scheduled to meet
with the court in 1980. at which time, the court indicated, a trial
date would be set. Because each public junior college in Mississippi has a
separate governing board, the court in 1976 directed the Department of
Justice to negotiate individual settlement agreements with each of the
junior colleges. Agreements have been reached with some; negotiations are
still underway with others Nathaniel Douglas. Deputy Chief. General
Litigation Section. Civil Rights Division. Department of Justice, telephone
interviews. June 8. 1980. and Sept. 3. 1980.
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unitary system of higher education requires that
-States take affirmative effective steps to: (1) assure
that black students are 'equitably represented at all
levels-undergraduate, graduate, and professional-
at the traditionally white institutions; (2) assure, that
blacks are equitably represented in faculty, adminis-
trative, and nonacademic personnel positions at
traditionally white institutions and in decisionmak-
ing positions in the State system; and (3) develop the
traditionally black institutions so that they can
become integral components of the State systems
able to attract students of all races on the basis of the
quality of their academic programs.

Despite the inequities of segregation and depriva-
tion, black institutions haite had an important role in
American education. According to the Carnegie
Commission. on Higher Education:

The colleges founded for Negroes are a source
of' pride to blacks who have attended them and
a source of hope to black families who want the
benefits of higher education for' their children.
These. . .colleges. .have been responsible for
the higher education of the majority of college-
educated Negroes, and during thexpansionist
1960s these collw doubled their enrollments
as did the predominantly white institutions. The
predominantly Negro institutions have pro-
duced the vast majority of black professional
workers. They have recruited and educated
students from low income families and have
developed service programs for their Communi=
ties. Colleges Founded for Negroes have many.
obstacles to overcome, but they- have already

" 43 Fed. Reg. 6659 (1978).
" 430 F. Supp. 118, 119 (D.D.C. 1977).
" Maryland filed a separate suit seeking to enjoin HEW's enforcement
proceedings, charging that the Department had failed to engage adequately
in efforts to secure voluntary compliance. On August 9, 19,77. the court
ordered HEW to cease from initating enforcement proceedings against
Maryland and to submit new guidelines for Maryland's desegregation
planning. Mandel v. HEW. 562 F.2d 914. 925-26 (4ta Cir. 1917).
Pennsylvania, because of special unresolved factual issues concerning its
desegregation plan, chose to negotiate a settlement with plaintiffs and
defendants. 430 F. Supp. 118, 120 (D.D.C. 1977).
As this statement sent to press, the Department of Education had notified.
Richard L. Thornburgh, Governor of Pennsylvania. that the 1974 Pennsyl.
vania desegregation plan negotiated pursuant to Adams v. Richardson. 356
F. Supp. 92 (D.D.C. 1973). had failed tc achieve compliance with Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Department requested that Pennsylva-
nia submit a statewide desegregation plan in accordance wi.h the higher
education desegregation criteria within 60 days of the notification of
noncompliance. Dewey E. Dodds, Regional Director. Opice fo: Civil
Rights, Region III. Department of Education, letter to Richard L.
Thornburgh. Governor of Pennsylvania. Jan. 16, 1981.
" 430 F. Supp 118. 119 (D.D.C. 1977).
" Id. at :20.
" Id.

J1. at 120-21.
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contributed significantly to the life and progress
of black America."

The need for significant improvements in the
facilities, funding, and programs at these underde-
veloped institutions is critical to achieving a unitary
system and-to providing equal educational opportu-

Mayhew. "From Isolation to Mainstream: Problems of the Colleges
Founded for Negroes." The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. pp.
89-90.

6

nity. Desegregation and the challenge of higher
edication for futlire generations necessitate that the
traditionally black public institutions- become fully
viable institutions within the mainstream of Ameri-
can higher education.
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3. The Higher. EducatiOn Desegregatiori Criteria

The higher education desegregation criteria de-
veloped by HEW in response to the Adams court
order focus on three major areas: (1) disestablish-
ment of the structure of the dual system; (2)
desegregation of student enrollment; and (3) de-
segregation of faculty and zdininistrative staffs,
nonacademic personnel, and governing boards.' The
criteria, which were ordered by thr district court to
assist the six Adams States in the preparation of their
desegregation plans, will apply to all States that
operated a dual system of higher education where
vestiges of that system still exist?

According to the criteria, specific goals and
Measures for achieving desegregation are to be
undertaken within an initial 5-year period.' The
preamble to the criteria states that numerical goals
and timetables are "established as indices by which
to measure progress toward the objective of
nating the effects' of unconstitutional' de jure racial
segregation and of providing equal educational
opportunity for all citizens. . . ."'

In September 1977 the six Adams States submitted
desegregation plans. In February 1978, after 4
months of intensive negotiations, HEW provisional-
ly accepted the plans of Arkansas, Florida, and
' "Revised Criteria Specifying the Ingredients of Acceptable Plans to
Desegregate State Systems of Public Higher Education," 43 Fed. Reg. 6658
(1978).
0 Adams v. Califino, 430 F. Supp. 119, 121 (D.D.C. 1977); 43 Fed. Reg.
6659 (1978).

The criteria focus on initial 5.year goals because higher educational
systems are undergoing difficult adjustments c.aused by fiscal and demo-
graphic trendO beyond the control of individual States. As each State
attains the goals set in its pion, OCR will assess the progress made to
determine what additional steps. if any, are necessary to complete the
desegregation process..43 Fed. Reg. 6661 (1978).

Id at 6659.
' Id. at 6658.
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Oklahoma and rejected the plans of Georgia, North
Carolina, and Virginia.5 Negotiations with all six
States continued for another year, and by March
1979 HEW had approved plans from all of the States
except North Carolina.'

In accordance with Title VI and the Adams court
order, HEW began Titre VI administrative enforce-
ment proceedings against North Carolina? The
initiaticn of Title VI enforcement proceedings usual-
ly his, resulted in' the limited deferral of selected
Federal funds." North Carolina filed suit in Federal
court seeking to enjoin the administrative proceed-
ings, any deferral or termination of Federal funds,
and the implementation of the higher education
desegregation criteria developed by HEW." The
district court denied North Carolina's request to halt
the'administrative proceedings, but ruled that HEW
could neither defer nor terminate Federal funds to
the University of North Carolina system until a
finding of noncomplianCe with Title VI had been
made following an administrative hearing?' The
North Carolina administrative proceedings began on
July 22, 1980."

A determination of the long term effect of the
,criteria on establishing .a unitary system cannot be

' Joseph A. Califano, Jr Secretary. U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, statement, Mar. 26, 1979, p. 4 (hereafter cited as Califano
Statement).
' Ibid., p. I. These proceedings include notification to Stain of probable

-noncompliance and the opportunity for a hearing to determine compliance
or noncompliance and, following a determination of noncompliance,
termination of Federal financial assistance. 45 C.F.R.110.8(bXc) (1978).
' Califano Statement, p. 7.

State of North Carolina v. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, No. 79-217-Civ -5 (E.D.N.C. June 8, 1979).
" Id. at 6-10.
" Jeffrey Champagne, attorney, Office of the General Counsel, Depart-
ment of Education, telephone interview, July 22, 1980.

a
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made for some time, but the Commission has
undertaken an examination of the criteria to assess
their potential for achieving equal 'educational op-
portunity. Although the criteria are divided into five
major sections, the first three address the basic
elements of the plans which are to be developed by
the States. These criteria (which are italicized in the
sections below) outline steps to be taken to: (1)
disestablish the structure of the dual system; (2)
desegregate student enrollment; and (3) desegregate
the faeid ty;administrative staffs, nonacademic per-
sonnel, and governing boards.

Disestablishment of the Structure of
the Dual System

Disestablishing the structure of the dual system
requires States to organize, and operate their systems
and institutions in a manner that promises realistical-
ly to overcome the effects of past discrimination.
The Commission believes that many of the criteria
related to the disestablishment of the dual system do
not require States to take the steps necessary to
overcome these effects.

Define the mission of each institution within the
State system on a basis other than race.
Under the dual system, traditionally black institu-

tions had limited missions. Academic programs' at
black institutions were linked closely to the types of
jobs that black graduates were permitted to hold in a
segregated society.12 Consequently, teacher training
was the primary mission of most black public
institutions and continues today to bf a major focus
at many of these institutions."

Moreover, traditionally black institutions, over
the years, have been relegated by Slate systems to

'less-prestigious roles in the higher education hierar-
chy." In earlier desegregation efforts, the Office for
Civil Rights_ (OCR of HEW) admoni$hed Virginia
officials for including in the mission statements of its

" National Advisory Committee on 131a4 Higher Education and Black
Colleges and Universtties. Black Colleges and Universities: An Essential
Component of a Diverse System of Higher Education 1979. p. 36 (hereafter
cited as Black Colleges: An Essential Component).
" Ibid . pp. 32-33; Earl J. MeGrath. The Predominantly Negro Colleges and
universities in Transition (Columbia University Institute of Higher Educa-
tion). pp 70-71. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, From
Isolation to Mainstream (New York. McGraw Hill, 1971), p. 7.

.1 See for example. Howard University, Institute for the Study of
'Educational Policy. The Lengthening Shadow of Slavery. by John E.
Fleming (Washington. D C Howard University Press. 1976), pp 70-71
88.
" Virginia State College and Norfolk State College achieved university
status in July 1979.
" Peter E. Holmes. Director. Office for Civil Rights, letter to Linwood
Holton, Governor of Virginia. Nov 10, 1973. pp 7-8
" Ibid.

traditionally black institutionsVirginia State Col-
lege and Norfolk State College"that their mis-
sions focused "particularly on the remedial and
foundation levels for the culturally deprived" and
served "large numbers of students from low socio-
economic groups. . .particularly black." OCR said
that such statements perpetuated the image of
traditionally black institutions as institutions which
"offer an education which is less prestigious than
that offered by other institutions. . . .""

An examination of institutional classifications
shows that in 1976 none of the public -black institti\
tions in the Southern and Border ,States was classi-
fied as a "Research" or "Doctorate-granting Institu-

-tion," while 41 (23.8 percent) of the traditionally
white publicstitutions were in this category." Of
the 34 traditionally-black public institutions in these
States, 20 (59 percent) were as "Compre-
hensive Universities and Colleges-ViCeompared-to
96 (56 percent) of 172 traditionally white Pu-b-lie
institutions. Thirteen traditionally black institutions
(38 percent) were classified as "Comprehensive
Universities' and Colleges II,"20 a category that
includes a large number of former teachers' colleges
that have broadened their programs to include a
liberal arts curriculum." Of the public traditionally
white institutions, 29 (17 percent) were in this
category. The plaintiffs in Adams have noted:

'History cannot be omitted from consideration
and where it is clear, for example, that black
schools would have been graduate centers but
for the issue of race, those schools should as a
matter of priority be provided with the re-
sources necessary to assume their rightful roles.
In particular, many traditionally black schools
can and should fulfill public service and re-
search functions which, until now, have been

.,
" Doctorategranting institutions include the leading universities in terms
of Federal financ -.,oport of academic science and in the number of
Ph.D.s (plus M' redical school Is on the same campus). Carnegie
Council on Pon-, Jaidies in Higher Education, A Classification of
Institutions of Higher Education 1976. pp. xv-xvi.

The category "Comprehensive Universities and Colleges I" includes
institutions that offered a liberal arts program as well as several other
programs, such as engineering and business administration. Many of them
offered master's degrees, but all lacked a doctoral program or had an
extremely limited doctoral program. All had at least two professional or
occupational programs and enrolled least 2.000 students in 1976. and , p.
xv.
" The category "Comprehensive Universittes and Colleges II" includes
college's that offered a liberal arts program and at least one professional or
occupational program, such as teacher training or nursing Public institu-
tions with less than 1.000 students in 1976 were not included. Ibid.. p.
" Ibid.
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considered the province only of the white
instittit ions.22

The first task set forthin the criterion requiring
the disestablishment of the dual system specifies that
thi mission of each institution shall be defined on a
basis other than race. If the effects of historic
discrimination are to be overcome, however, black
public institutions must have not only nonracial
missions, but also expanded missions that include
more diverse curricula and new degree programs in
line with expanding career opportunities, as well as
new public service and research functions. Without
new and expanded missions, traditionally black
institutions will not be able to assume significant new
roles in State systems of higher education.

Specify steps .to be taken to strengthen the role of
traditionally black institutions in the State system.
The criteria require the States to commit them-,

selves to provide traditionally black institutions with
resources that are at least comparable to those at
traditionally white institutions having similar mis-
sions. This requirement raises a basic question: Will
comparable resources provided today compensate
for past inequities?

The histoiy of the dual system of higher education
shwt the traditionally black institutions have
been systematically subjected to discrimination and
deprived of the base) fits, resources, and development
opportunities afforded tothetraditionally white
institutions." Comparable funding is ti-iitittfficient.to
allow traditionally black institutions to catch up. For
example,' North Carolina maintains that State sup-
port for the traditionally black institutions has been
comparable to that for white institutions for "a
considerable span of years."' HEW, however, has
found that North Carolina continues to provide the
traditionally black institutions and their predomi-
nantly black' student bodies with benefits and ser-
vices ',that are different from and inferior to those

O I.

provided to traditionally white institutions-and their
Student bodies." According to HEW:

Traditionally white institutions have a greater
number and variety of degree programs than
traditionally black institutions of similar rank;

Traditionally black institutions have "library
facilities and acquisitions that are inferior to those
at traditionally- white institutions of similar rank, a

' result of the denial of sufficient State funds;
Failure 'to provide adequate State funding and

other assistance has caused the traditionally black
institutions to operate with older and less satisfac-
tory buildings and other physical facilities and
with quantitatively and qualitatively less adequate
teaching equipment and institutional supplies in
comparison with the traditionally white institu-
tions of similar rank."
Long-standing inequities at black and white land-

grant institutions cannot be remedied by providing
"comparable resources." Decades of unequal fund-
ing and limited programs" have not allowed black
land-grant institutions to develop a competitive
research base of first-class facilities, equipment,
laboratories, and libraries equal to that of the white
land-grant institutions." As a result, black land-grant
institutions have not had the opportunity to partici-
pate equitably in two important land-grant func-
tionsagricultural research and experiment stations,
and cooperative extension programs." For example,
agricultural research and experiment stations' at
white land-grant institutions typically have been
responskefor improving agriculture in their re-
spective StateS-throu 2.1 scientific research and have
made significant contribution o-technological ad-
vances in forestry, medicine, fisheriesudi
r-....tal research," but black land-grant insiltinions
have seenand for the most part continue to be
locked out of this role. Regarding this program, the
Institute for the Study of Educational Policy at
Howard University has said:

U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Administrative
Proceeding in the Matter of the State of North Carolina, Notice of

.Opportunity for a Hearing. at 14 Dock no. 79-V1-II (Mar. 29, 1979)
ea(herfter cited as Administrative Pr ing Against North Carolina).

" Id. ry

" A Study of Private and Higher Schools. Equal Protection. and Survey of
Land-Grant Colleges. vol. II.
" Howard University, Institute for the Study of Educational Policy, More
Promise than Progress (Washington. D.0 Howard University Press, 1978),
pp. 82-88 (hereafter cited as More Promise than Progress): Black Colleges. An
Essential Component. p. 51.
" Ibid.
" Ibid.

" Plaintiffs' Motion for Further Relief, and Points and Authorities and
Support Thereof, appendix IV, p. 19, Adams v. Weinberger, 391 F. Supp.
269 (D.D.C: 1975) (hereafter cited a Adams v. Weinberger, Motion for
Further Relief).
" Thomas Jesse Jones, ed., Negro Education: A Study of Private and Higher
Schools for Colored People in the United States. bulletin, vol. 1, no 38 (1916;
reprinted New York: Arno Press and The New York Times: 1969)
(hereafter cited as A Study of Private and Higher Schools); U.S., Commission
on Civil Rights, Equal Protection of the Law in Public High, Education
(1960) (hereafter cited as Equal Protection); and U.S., Department of the
Intenor, Office of Education, Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universi-
ties. by Arthur ) Klein (Washington, D.0 Government Printing Office,
1930), vol. 11 (hereafter cited a Surrey of Land-Grant Colleges. vol. II).
" University of North Carolina, Board of Governors, The Revised North
Carolina State Plan for the Further Elimination of Racial Duality in Public
Higher Education Systems Phase 11: 1978-1983. Aug. 17, 197/, p. 55.
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Being effectively eliminated from funds from
the larger more important° and competitive
federal land=grant programs, 'such as grants for
regional research, black land-grant- colleges are
placed in a double bind. Failure to receive these
funlls is in and of itself not conducive to
stimulating the, growth of these institutions,
which would make the black land -grant col-
leges more competitive with large land-grant
colleges for the competitive research funds.'1

The National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Educatkin and Black Colleges and Universi-
ties has also noted that mere comparability in
funding cannot compensate for past inequities:

State budget formulas based on current FTE
[full-time enrollments] do not take into account
past deprivation of the black sector, and do not
strive to balance -the historical and resource
advantages accrued by traditionally white insti-
tutions (e.g. endowed chairs, flow of services
from equipment, accumulated university foun-
dation resources, etc.)."

The Committee further noted that current retrench-
.ment moves in higher education will have a more
negative effect on black institutions than white
institutions: "Where traditionally white colleges
have been privy to the largess of State funds during
better times,. . .budgetary restraints in a period
where equal treatment of public Black colleges is
finding acceptance will serve to further impede their
growth."aa

The criterion requiring at least comparable re-
sources for black institutions will not serve to
overcome the effects of past discrimination. *The
magnitude of the problem requires a solution which
will assure not only that current funding to tradition-
ally black institutions is equal to that granted to
white institutions, but also that sufficient funds on a
"catch-up" basis" are allocated to compensate for
past inequities.

Commit the State to take specific steps to eliminate
educationally unnecessary program duplication

" More Promise Than Prdgress. pp 86-87.
" Black Colleges:.4n Essential Component. p. 53.
" lbfd.
" The Commission recognizes that because of past depnvation and
iscrimination experienced by traditionally black institutions, these schools

m t now be provided with "catchup" funding (additional investments for
labor ry facilities. libraries, and other resources) to allow them to
compete ith traditionally white Institutions for programs and faculty. If
they receiv comparable funding onl, they would never be able to
compete effects ly, because comparable funding would not finance the
improvements n A

among. traditionally black and traditionally white
'institutions in the same service area.
This requirement is designed to offer doncore,"

key programs at only one institution in an area (the
traditionally black institution or the traditionally
white institution), thereby enabling each institution
to attract black and white students. The elimination
of duplication is to be carried out consistent with the
objective of strengthening the traditionally black
institution. The elimination of program duplication
as a means of achieving desegregation can be
compared -to the magnet school remedy used in
elementary and secondary school uesegregation. A
magnet school offers specialized programs not avail-
able in other schools to attract both minority and
white students.

Under de jure segregation, duplication was synon-
ymous with "separate but equal." According to
David Tatel, former director of HEW's Office for
Civil Rights:

Much of [the] duplication was created for the
purpose of maintaining racial segregation and
our feeling is that unless some of it is dimin-
ished, the black. . .high school 'graduates will
continue to go to Black colleges. . .and whites
will continue to go to white colleges."

Today at least 14 of the 33 traditionally black
public institutions "have direct competition feint
predominantly white State institutions located in the'
same cities and towns."' These institutions provide
a vivid illustration of the duplication that character-
izes dual systems. Table 1 shows that these institu-
tions draw students from the same geographic area,
yet in 1978 they remained mostly segregated. kc-
cording to a report of the Race Relations Informa-
tion Center in Nashville:

Inalmost every case, the black school was t.sere._
first; in [several] instances, the State has created'
the "white competition" after 1966. In every
situation, the schools duplicate some courses
and draw funds from the same public treasury.
They represent a costly perpetuation of the dual

" The U.S. Office of" Education defined core curricula to include
biological science, foreign language, mathematics, psychology, fine arts,
applied arts, social science, physical education, physical science, and letters.

See Arline Pacht. "The Adams Case- An HEW Perspective," Howard Law
Journal; vol. 22, no. 3 (1979). pp. 427, 429.
" David S. Tatel, statement before U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Meeting. Wealungton, D.C., Jan. 15, 1970, transcnpt, p. 14 (hereafter cited
as Meeting Transcript).
" John Egerton. The Public Black Colleges: Integration and Disintegration
(Nashville, Tenn.: Itz..cz Relations Infoimation Center, 1971), p. 6.
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system of higher edueatjon. . . .The effect [of
creating new white public institutions] has been
to avoid developing the black schools as inte-
grated institutions on a par with the rest of the
system."

An example of a recent effort to "avoid" desegre-
gation by'creating a new white institution is found in
Tennessee in the case of Geier v. University of
Tennessee. 39 Tennessee State University (TSTI),
founded in .1912 for blacks, was the only public
college in Nashville until 1947 when the University
of Tennessee established a "center" in Nashville
(UT-N) to provide part-time evening instruction for
white students. In 1968, UT-N, a 2-year extension
college that granted no degrees, contemplated ex-
pansion to:a 4-year, degree-granting institution. Suit
was Mediu 1968 to enjoin the proposed construction
and expansion of UT-N on the grounds that the
existence and expansion of UT-N, a predominantly
white public university located 5 miles from pre-
dominantly black TSU, would perpetuate .segrega-
tion in the Nashville area."

During the course of the litigation, the U.S.
District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee
examined the competition for students between the
two institutions created by the common programs
offered at each: nursing, engineering, undergraduate
education,arts and sciences, business administration,
and arts and music. The programs had remained
predominantly one -race at each sch.m1.4, The .court
found, that the State's desegregation approach

' joint, cooperative, and exclusive (unduplicated) pro-
gram planninghad "not eliminated tLe competition
between UT-N and TSU."42 In 1977 the court
ordered the merger" of Tennessee State University
and the University of Tennessee-Nashville, with-
Tennessee State University as the surviving institu-
tion."

" Ibid.. pp. 6-7.
" Sanders v Ellington. 288 F Supp 937 (M.D. Tenn. 1968); Geier v.
Dunn. 337 F. Supp. 373 (M.D Tenn. 1972); Geier v. Blanton. 427 7. Supp.
644 (M.D. Tenn. 1977), afid sub nom. Geier v. University of Tennessee,
597 F.2d 1056 (6th Cir. 1979). cm denied, 444 U.S. 886 (1979): Richardson
v. Blanton. 397 F.2d 1078 (6th Cir. 1979).
" Sanders v Ellington, 288 F Supp 9.11 (M.D. Tenn. 1968).
" Geier v Blanton. 427 F Supp 644.652 -53 (M.D. Tenn. 1967).
" Id. at 656. A "joint program* was defined as one leading tp a joint
degree in which some course work was done at one institution and some at
another. and in which the faculty of both institutions were involved in
planning and teaching. A *cooperative program" was defined as programs
that made it easier, but did not require students to take work on both
campuses. by facilitating student exchange of credits. An "exclufive
program** was defined as (1) those exclusively assigned to TSU during the
day with UT-N having the opportunity to offer them after 4 p m and (2)
those programs offered at only one of the institutions. Id. at 655
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State higher education officials have been reluc-
tant to address the issue of duplication. North
Carolina officials, for example, have charged that
HEW is eneroaching_unlawfully "upon the Univer-
sity's rights of academic freedom. . . ."43 In its
efforts to enjoin use of the criteria, the State
charged:

The Department's assumption of the right to
determine what is an "educationally unneces-
sary program" and its demand that the Univer-
sity eliminate specific "educationally unneces-
sary program duplication" and withdraw "pro-
grams at traditionally white institutions that
compete with planned or existing programs at
traditionally black institutions" directly contra-
venes. . .the first amendment."

Some critics of the position taken by North
Carolina and other States believe that the States'
opposition to eliminating program duplication is
motivated by the desire to maintain the status quo.
For example, Eldridge McMillan, director of the
Southern Education Foundation ard me-iber of the
University of Georgia Board of Regents, has said:

The problem, with which we are dealing is
strictly a non-educational issue. The business
of. . .equaliiing or enhancing. . .traditionally
black institutions is, at best, strictly political.
The institutions were born out of that kind of
consideratioh, and the resolve', which
comes. . to be political resolve. . .it is
the unwillingness to tamper with the traditional-
ly white institutions, particularly as it relates
to. '. .program duplication."

Some black educators* also oppose elimination of
program duplication, but their opposition stems
from the fear that the traditionally black institutions
will lose some of their best i.rograms and will
" The merger of a traditionally black institution with a traditionally white
institution can be a viable desegregation remedy. The criteria require that
Stites advise OCR in advance of any proposal to merge institutions or
campuses. 43 Fed. Reg. 6661 (197E).

" Geier v. Blanton. 427 F. Supp. 644 (M.D. Tenn. 1977). affd ; Geier v.
University of Tennessee. 597 F.2d 1056 (6th Car. 1979), cut. denied, 444
U.S. 886 (1979); Richardson v. Blanton, 597 F.2d 1078 (6th Cir. 1979), cert.
denied. 444 U.S. 886 (1979).

" Brief in support of.plaintiffs pplication for a temporary restraining
order and motion for a preliminary injuction at 16-17. State of North
Carolina v Department of Health. Education, and Welfare. No. 79-217-
C11.7-5 (E.D.N.C. June 8.19791.
" Id. at 18-19.
" Eldndge McMillan, director. Southern Education Foundation. Meetinp
Transcript. pp. 49-50.



, Table 1

Racial Enrollment in the Traditionally Black institutions and Traditionally White
Institutions Located in the Same Citier, 1978

Year Total Pert ant Percent
School' founded enrollment black white

Huntsville, Ala. . Alabama A&M University ° 1875 3,286 74.6
University of Alabama

in Huntsville
1950 3,286 5.4

Montgomery, Ala. Alabama State University 1874 3,971 98.8

Auburn University
at Montgomery 1967 : 2,710 12.5

Tallahassee, Fla. Florida A&M University 1887 4,873 90.5
Florida State University 1851 15,393 9.8

Albany, Ga. Albany State College 1903 1,661 06.6
Albany Junior College 1963 1,216 15.1

Savannah, Ga. Savannah State College 1890 2,066 88.9
Armstrong State College 1935 3,023 11.1

Grambling/ Grambling State University 1901 3,327 98.0

Ruston, La.2 , Louisiana Tech. University 1894 8,104 8.8
Baton Rouge Southern University . 1880 6,956 95.1

Louisiana State University 1855 19,589 4.7

Baltimore, Md. Morgan State University '1867 4,059 92.6

Coppin State College 1900 2,266 94.1

Towson State University 1866 10,469 11.3

University of Maryland/
_ Baltimore County CaMpus 1963 4,641 19.4

Greensboro, N.C. North Carolina A&T State 1891 4,577 92.8
University

University of North Carolina
at Greensboro 1891 6,563 9.8

Nashville, Tenn.3 Tennessee State University 1912 4,071 91.7

University of Tennessee
at Nashville 1947 3,450 . 16.6

Houston, Tx. Texas Southern University 1947 7,469 76.4
University of Houston/ 1927 22,734 10.3

Central Campus
University of Houston/ 1974 4,565 26.4

Downtown Campus
University of Houston at 1971 1,952 5.2

Clear Lake City
Norfolk, Va. Norfolk State University 1935 6,319 97.0

Old Dominion University 1930 8,921 6.6
Petersburg, Va. Virginia State University 1882 ' 3,735 94.0

Richard Bland College of the 1960 1,121 11.1

College of William and Mary

6.6
91.8

0.2

86.6
6.4

87.6
3.1

84.3
6.5

87.5
0.1

147.3

1.4
89.2
3.1

3.4
86.8

74.8
3.1

0

89.4
3.1 .

.

81.5 ..
0.9

76.4 _

44.7

86.8

2.0
91.2

4.6
85.7

Schools with a mammy of blacks enrolled are traditionally black institutions. schools with a rnalonty of white students enrolled are traditionally white institutions
Only the percentage of black and white enrollment is shown Where other racial and ethnic group) attend a school the total enrollment does not equal 100% on this

table

2 orempting and Ruston, La are about 5 miles apart

Tennessee State University and the University of TennesSeeNashville merged in 1979

Sources U S Department of Health. Education, and Welfa,o. Office for Civil Rights. Racial. Ethnic and Sex Enrollment Data from Institutions of Higher Education Fall
1978 (unpublished)

The year that the schools were founded is horn U S , Department of Health, Education, and Welfare National Center for Education Statistics.
Education Director/. Colleges and Universities 1978-79. pp 1. 2. 8 83.86 87.94, 153 154, 163 166-168, 304.306, 385, 389. 405, 408 418. 420. and 423
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acquire programs attracting neither black nor white
students." There is also concern that eliminating
duplication may lead to mergers or closings of

'traditionally black institutions."
In implementing the desegregation criteria, States

were required to assess program duplication in their
higher education systems. In Virginia, State officials
identified nine programs as "unnecessarily diiplica-
tive" at traditionally black 'Norfolk _State College
and traditionally white Old Dominion University."
Under the Virginia desegregation plan;programs in
business education, business management and admin-
istration, and early childhood education will be
eliminated at Old Dominion and' offered only at
Norfolk State. In turn; the elementary education
program will be offered- only at Old Dominion.
Other existing programs. currently offered at both
institutions will be differentiated in function and
content." The Georgia desegregation plan calls for
the transfer of the Savannah State College education
program to Armstrong State College and the Arm-
strong State College business program to Savannah
State College. A class action suit has beer filed
challenging the transfer of the programs and charg-
ing that it will haite a detrimental effect on Savannah
State, the traditionally black institution, and ;sill
perpetuate rather than eliminate the segregated
system of higher education." The suit alleges that
many white students majoring in business at Arm-
strong, the traditionally white institution, have
transferred to other white -public colleges rather
than attend Savannah State."

A 1979 'study of traditionally black land-grant
institutions provides additional support for the con-

cern that black colleges, by reason of their historical
underdevelopment, may be the losers on the duplica-
tion issue:

With respect to the duplication of programs in
white. and Black institutions within the same
service region, [a higher education official]
argued that State fund limitations required that
high demand programs be encouraged only at

" Herbert 0. Reid, professor of law, Howard University Law School, and
counsel for NAFEO, presentation at Fourth National Conference of
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, Wash.
ington. D.C.. Apr. 26,1979.

Fnuicesta Farmer. "Selling the Adams Criteria: The Response of OCR
to Political Intervention in Adams v. Califano," Howard Law Journal vol.
22, no. 3 (1979), p. 420.

" John N. Dalton, Governor of Virginia. letter to David S Tatel,
Director, Office for Civil Rights,. HEW, Jan. 6. 1979. attachment A,
"Resolution Regarding the Allegedly Duplicative Programs at Norfolk
State College and Old Dominion University," pp. 1-2.
" Ibid.
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those institutions where the largest number of
students would benefit most, i.e., where the best
faculty and facilities currently existed."

The criterion requiring the elimination of unneces-
sary program 'duplication proposes to address the
problem of segregated attendance patterns estab-
lished by the de jure system. The course, however,
that many States have taken (and OCR has ap-
proved)that of eliminating.educatiim programs at
traditionally black institutions and business pro-
grams at traditionally white institutions-Idoes not
appear, on its face, to offer much promise for

. remedying the problem, particularly since most, if
not all, of the other public and private institutions in

' each State offer these programs, providing viable
crtions for white students. In 1977-78 in North
Carolina, for example, of the 64mblic and private
senior` institutions in the State, all but 4 offered
baccalaureate degrees in education and all but 6
offered baccalaureate degrees in business and man-
agement." On the other hand, exclusive program-
ming in less traditional cfirciplines also appears to
have had 'little effect on desegregation. North .
Carolina A&T State University, a traditionally black
institution, was one of six bublic and private institu-
tions offering bacialaureate degrees-in engineering.
Despite the "unduplicated" programming, the Ma-
jority of the graddates from the pirograms at North
Carolina A&T in 1975-76 were black."

The issue seems to center not so much on
duplication of programs as on the public perception
of the quality and scope of the programs offered at
traditionally black institutions compared to those
offered at traditionally white institutions. According
to a report by the Southern Regional Education
Board:

The image which' many whites seem to hold of
the . black institution is -one of inferiority.
Whereas the black student who goes to a white
school is generally perceived by black compa-
triots as advancing his or her educational
opportunity 'and attainment, the white student

Artis v. Board of Regents, CZ 479-251 (S.D. Ga. 1979).si Id
" William Elton Truehnirt, "The Consequences of Federal and State
Resource Allocation and Development Policies for Traditionally Black
Land-Grant Institutions. 1862-1954" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Harvard University, 1979), pp. 202-203.
l University of North Carolina; Board of Governors, LonRange Plan.
:ring 1978 -1983 (1978) p. 464.
" Ibid.; U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office for
Civil Right, Data on anted Degrees Conferred from Institutions of Higher
Education by Race. Ethnicity and Sex. Academic Year 1975-76. vol. 1, table
6, pp. 258, 531
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attending a black institution is often perceived
as compromising his or her educational oppor-
tunity or attainment."

Some States have continued to perpetuate the image
that traditionally black institutions offer prOgrams of
less quality. For example, in its first study on .
duplication-in public institutions, the State of Virgin-
ia noted that, although Norfolk State College (tradi-
tionally black institution) and Old Dominion Univer-

a city (traditionally white institution) both offered
programs .titled "Building Construction Technolo-
gy," "Mechanical Design Technology," and "Indus-
trial Electronic Technology," the programs were
"specialized" rather Than "duplicative" beCause:

In all the programs with "technology" in their
titles, there is a significant difference between
NSC and ODU programs in. terms of education-
al philosophy, professional registration oPgrad-
hates, national accreditation and the types of

employment that graduates would seek and
expect to obtain as well as graduate programs
they would apply to and be accepted in." .

. ,

The study further noted that graduates in the
"technology" programs, (offered at the traditionally
black institution) qualify for "industrial related
positions," while graduates of "engineering techhol-
ogy" programs (offered at the traditionally white
institution) qualify for engineering design positions
and are eligible to be licensed as professional
engineers."

Only the programs offered at the traditionally
white institution are eligible for national accredita-
tion by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology, and only graduates from these pro-
grams are qualified to pursue master's and doctoral
degrees in engineering." Stith broad differences in
programs of the same tide add credence to the belief
that those at traditionally black institutions are of
lower quality.

"Southern Regions) Education Board. Educational Factors Relothjg to
Federal Criteria for Dmegregarton of Public PostSecondary Education (1984
p. 31 (hereafter cited as Educational Factors Relating to the Criteria).
" "Summary of the Tidewater Duplication Study." Sept. 21. 1978. p. 3.
The study was part. of Virginia's higher education desegregation plan
submitted to the Office for Civil Rights.
" Ibid. z
" Ibid. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology was.
formerly called the Engineenngdoint Council on Professional Develop-
ment. The organization. located in New York City, changed its name in
January 1980:
" In 1978 there were 36.636 applicants to American medical colleges;
16.527 were accepted. Journal of Medical Education. vol. 243. no. 9 (Mar. 7,
1980), p,852.

To be effective, unduplicated 'programming
should emphasize placing specialized, Career-orient- .
ed, and innovative degree programs at the tradition-
ally black institutions. There is some evidence that
traditional attendance pattemscan be reversed when

-black colleges offer .suet. programs. For example,
with increasing numbers of students seeking admis-
sion to medical and other professional schools

'without a substantial increase in the number of slots
available, white students have begun to seek admis-
sion to traditionally black professional schools." In
1978 Howard University's School oil.. Dentistry
enrolled 28 percent white students; North Carolina,
Central University Law School enrolled 42.3 per-
cent white students; Southern Uniyersity School of
Law (Louisiana) enrolled 28.1' percent white stu-
dents; and Tuskegee Inititute'S Veterinary Medicine
School (Alabama) enrolled 37.6 percent white stu-
dents."

Commit the ,State to give priority consideration to
placing any new undergraduate, graduate, or.prof r-
sional degree programs, courses of study, eta, which
may be proposed, at traditionally black institutioris,
consistent with their missions.
Historically, the public colleges designated for

bItcks have not had the comprehensive curricula,
the specialized courses (particularly those oriented
toward professional occupations), or Ihb graduate
and profetsional programs found at the iraditionally
white institutions.. Uhder the dual system their
missions have been limited and Circumscribed. Stud-
ies of public black colleges during the pre- Brown
period found that States .provided these institutions
with inadequate facilities, equipment, and libraries,
as well as types of programs and degrees offered."
Before 1957 none of the traditionally black institu-
tions in the 11 Southern States was accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, the regional accrediting 'agency." Tradi-
tionally black public institutions continue to have

U.S.. Department of Health, Education. ;:rid Welfare. Office for Civil
Rights. "targeting Analyses in of Higher Education Based on
Excess Minority Attrition in Undergraduate Institutions and the Underre.
presentation of Minorities and Females in Professional Schools." July 1979.

table 3. .
Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. vol. II. pp. 837-46; A

Study of Private and Higher Schools. ,
" Beginning in the early 1930s the asipciation voted to rate black Colleges,
granting them approval if they met the association's standards. Thre were
two classifications of ratings"A" indicated that the, standards used for
membership were fully met, and "B" that one or more standards were-not
fully met, but the general quality of the work of the college justified
admission of its graduates to any academic or professional work requiring
an approved bachelor's degree. Equal Protection. pp. 101-02.

c...
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fewer and. less varied itegree progranis than tradi-
tionally white institutionL"

The desegregation criterion requirement that
States give "priority consideration" to placing new
programs at the traditionally black institutions relies
solely. on the ';good faith" of State systems to do
so." "Good faith" seldom has had positive results in
desegregation of public educai ion."

An example of the efficacy of this "good faith"
requirement at the higher education level is Noith
Carolina's failure to place a new veterinary medicine
school at a traditionally black institution. In 1974 the
University of North Carolina Board of Governors
added a hoot of veterinary medicine to North
Caro State Oniveriity." In a "good faith" effort

comply with commitments made in North Caroli-
na's 1974 desegregation plan, the State considered
placing the neSv program at a traditionally black
institutiontilorth.Carolina A&T State University."
After a comriarative evaluation of the physical and
academic facilitiet "at.the two institutions, however,
the State decided in favor of the white institution

'because, in its view, the black institution lacked the
necessary 4cilities and resources for a quality school
of veteriria0 medicine." Ina letter to the Governor
of Carolina, HEW tufted?

11,

The decisioh by the Board of Governors, to
place the School of Veterinary Medicine at
North Carolina State, is a direct violation of the
state's important, commitment to encourage
desegregation of the State's racially identifiable
institutions in every \vay feasible. . . .The
board considered in i decision factors relating
to the current strength f the institution [North
Carolina A&TJ lid did nothing more than
continue the ex e of the present effects of
past discrimination. . . .[The] decision to place
the veterinary sch .1 at North Carolina State
not only had the efkct of perpetuating the
existing dual system but also of further increas-
ing existing inequities."

" Black Colleges.' .4n Essential Component, pp. 32-36.
" 43 Fed. Reg. 6661 (1978).
" Brown //called for good faith compliance" in carrying out desegrega
tion of public education. What followed was a slow And resistant pace of
compliance until the late 1960s when the courts ruled that school districts
were required to take immediate steps for effective desegregation. The
lesson learned from the elementary and secondary school experience was
that reliance on "good faith" alone wit: not achieve desegregation. Brown
v Board of Education of Topeka. 349 U.S. 204, (1955): U.S. v.
Jefferson County Board of Education. 372 F. 2d 836 (5 ir. 1966): Green
v. County School Board. 391 U.S. 430 (1968): Alexander Holmes County
Board of Education. 396 U.S. 19 (1969).
" Atkins v. Scott. 597 F.2d. 872. 873 (VII Cir. 1979).
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The North Carolina example also illustrates that the
requirement that States give "priority consider-
ation" to placing new and high demand programs at
black institutions will-have few results if the effects
of past inequities, which have left the black institu-
tions at a distinct disadyantage, area allowed to .
govern State decisions on where quality programs
will be located.

In all of-the criteria designed to: strengthen and
enhance the traditionally black institutions, an affir-
ma ve effort is needed if historical inequities are to
be vercome and a unitary system isto be achieved.
S tes must be required to develop long-range plans

realign important undergraduate, graduate, and
professional programs and land-grant and research
functions in order to strengthen and enhance tradi-
tionally black institutions. .

Enhancement of the traditionally black institu-
tions is particularly important if these institutions are
to remain viable alternatives for students. Declining
student enrollments, expected to continue until the
end of the decade, will increase the competition for
students at all institutions?' The §buthern Regional
Education Board reports that:

The combination of Jhe shrinking pool. of
college-aged students and the efforts of the
white institutions to meet their goals will throw
the black colleges and white ones into direct
conflict for the black students. Since there are
more white .schools than black ones ompeting
for the same cstudents, and since these white
institutions generally have better financed and
more effective recruiting organizations, it is
predictable that the black students will be
attracted in disproportionate numbers to he
sshite schools. If this result occurs, then the
black schools.will lose their historic enrollment
base without gaining compensating increases in
white students?'

If traditionally black institutions are to survive,dthey
need strong new curriegla and degree programs,
w Id at 375 -76.
"Id
" Martin Qerri, Acting Director, Office for Civil Righis, HEW, letter to
James E. Wilshouser, Governor, State of North Carolina. July 31, 1975, p.
3.

" Total enrollment,,m educational institutions is expicted to continue
dropping below the 1'75 pakyear level through the middle of the 1980s.
Although enrollment is expected to climb again in 1986. by the end of the
decade. it still will not reach 1978 levels. U.S.. Department of, Health.
Education, and Welfare. National Center for Education- Statistics: The
Condition of Education (1980), p. 17.
'a Educational Factors Relating to the Criteria p. 30.
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particularly in disciplines that will be in high
demand for the'1980s.

Desegregation of Student- Enroliinent
TheAferia-require at an "acceptable desegre-

---gation plan- COminit the twe to the goal of assuring
lhak-the Systelii as pi whole and each institution

. .
within, the system provide an equal educational
opportunity, are open and accessible to all students,
and: operate- without regard to race and on a>
-desegregated basis."44 The criteria then require the-

_TSJates...tO,adopt specific, goals related to increasing
blaCis:enrolithent and graduation rates, within the
.syStein: as_ a ,.:whOle, increasing the- enroilment._ of

traditionally white 4-year institutions, and
;incieaSingIhe cd,WhiteS-in,traditionally
black :institutions.. Th specific foals :and methods
suggested to reach them contain: loopholes, how-
ever, that are likely to detract fibm the .overall
objective of a desegregated system that offers
quality education for all.

Adopt, the goal that for 2-year rand 4-year under-,
graduate .public higher education institutions in the
State .system, taken as- a_ whole, the proportion of
black. high school graduates throughout the State
who enter such institutioqs skill be at least e4ual to.
the ,proportion. of white, high school.' ,graduates

. -throughout the State who enter such institutions.
In-the six Adams-States, the -proportiOn.of blacks

enrolled-at the undergraduate level in the systeiti as
a while nearly approximates'blackrepresentation,in

e copulation. For example, in Florida .blacks
e 15- percent of the total undergraduate
nt -in the public higher ation system

2fpercent of the State populat This was'
true Of the other States with the xCeption of
Georgia, where, in 1977, 26.1 per o he popula-
tion was black, compared to 18 rcent of the
Undergrithiste enrollment in the syste see table.2).
Examination of black enrollment in verpfis 4-
year institutions, however, shows that 2-year institu-
tions enroll ahigher proportion of blacks than 4-year
institutions; In Oklahoma; for example, 11 percent of
the 2-year enrollMent was black, compared to 6

4. " 43 Fed. Reg. at 6662.
" In conjunction with its responsibilities for monitoring the statewide
higher education desegregation plans, the Office for Civil Rights annually
collects data on students and faculty in the Adams States' higher education
systems. The Commission has analyzed the 1977 data submitted by each
State. which were-the most recent data available that have been verified.
Data used throughouLthis-report-are from the Thu& rliiwarRiPort on

ressuiTinplententing State Wide Higher Education Desegregation Plans
(OCR 3000 Survey) (1977) (hereafter cited as OCR 3000 Survey).

percent of the 4-year enrollment (see table 2). In four
of the six StatesFlorida, Georgia, North-Carolina,
and Virginiwthe majority of .ttie blacks in 4-year
institutions were enrolled in traditionally black
institutions (see figiite 1).

Black access to 4-year institutions often is go-
verned* high school completion rates and academ-
ic preparation at the high school level. In 1977, 70

-percent of blacks in the United States between the
ages of '18 and 34 had graduated from high school,
compared to '84 percent of whites?' Blacks-frequent-
ly receive inadequate counseling and poor sewn
dary school preparation?"4 Many are tracked into
nonacademieprograin,s at the high-school level and
fail-to obtain the preparation necessary for admission
to 4.-Yeal sinstitiition0

To o-help _ensure equal Opportunity, the criteria
should .set separate goals tor 2-year and 4-year
Undergraduate institutions and include measures to
ensurelhat blacks are not channeled disprdportion-
ately into 2-yeaf institutions so the State -can meet
desegregation goals. Additionally, the criteria
should contain provisions for increasing the pool of
black high school "graduates with t required'
credentials for erite 4- ear institutions.

n "S means alj, person enrolled
in an 'hist ctiona ogram, wjYiether full-time or
part-time, subject to exceptions to be specified by the
Off for ClyilVights. 79

4.,....5" ?valuating progress toward equal opportuni-
ty, a distinction must: be made between full-time
students, part-time students, and nondegree4status
students.. Aggregating these grodps together can
Create false _impressions of desegregation progress
and can distort retention data. Separate &ars are
needed for each student category to safeguard
against the disproportionate enrollment of blacks as
part-time or nontlegrtee students.

Adopt .the goal that there shall be an annual.
increase, to be specified by each State system,Inthe.
proportion of black students in the traditionally zhite
4-year- undergraduate public higher -educntion insti-
tutions in the State system taken as aywhole and in
each such institution,. and

U.S:, ,DepIrtment of Health, Education, and Welfare; National Center
for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education (1979), p. 114

(hereafter led as The Condition of Education (1979)).

" National Ad ry mittee on Black Higher Education, and Black,
, CollegeS and Univ sties, Access- of Black Americans to Higher Education:

How_Open_is_the-Doort (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govemment-Pnnting
Office. January 1979), pp. xiixiii (hereafter cited as How Open is the Door?).
" Ibid.
" 43 Fed. Reg. 6663 (1978).
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`! Table 2

A Comparison of Population and Full-Time Black Enrollment at All Levels in Public
institution's in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

Percent black
in population

Total undergraduate
enrollment

Total 'enrollment
2-Year
institutions

Total enrollmint
4-Yar
Institutions

Number
Percent
black Number

Prcente
black

Percent
Number black

Arkansas 16.9 _ 39,767 18.0 5,419 20.0 34,349 17.0

Florida 14.2 146,018 15.0 80,015 17.0 '. 66,0032 12.0

Geo-rgia 26.1 , 73945 18.0 14,115 15.0 59,830 18.0

Oklahoma 7.0 76,496 8.0 21,374 11.0 55,122 6.0

North Carolina 21.9 124,115 23.0 47,808 26.0 76,307 21.0

Virginia 18.7 99,154 16.0 21,138 20.0 78,016 15.0

1975 estimate.

Includes Florida's 2.year upper division institutiOns

Source U S Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Office for Civil Rights, Third Annual Reporton Progress in Implementing State-wide Higher Education
Desegregation,' Plans (OCR 3000 Survey, 1977)
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TenieetegeetTotetifthickgerollineht !lAtteheinglrectitiohally Black Institutions-le the
Shi-Ade#11.Stiteet- Fall 1977

Foin,year institutions only.

This :an be intsrprobd as follows. in Arkansas. of the total number of blacks intoned in 4-yosar institutions in1977.40 percent wits in traddionalho

black institutions.
Sourcertt:3:thopartrnantof Want Education. and Wetfametfoce IQ/Cult Rights.-171ird Ann Oar Floporfon-ProOttoss in Implamontiifi S a r.vi

Higher Education Dauswagation Plans (OCR 3000 Sunii/. 19771.



Adopt' the objective of reducing the disparity
between the proportion of black high school gradu-
ates and the proportion of white high school gradu-
ates entering traditionally white-4-year and upper
division undergraduate public higher education insti-
t lions in the State system; and adopt the goal of
reducing the disparity by a: least 50 percent by the
final academic year of the plan. However, this shall
not require any State to increase by that date black
student admissions by more than 150 percent above
the admissions for the academic year preceding the
year in which the plan is requested by HEW.
Since the Brown decision in 1954, the Adams

States, ,as -well as other States that continue to
operate dual systems, have taken few affirmative
remedial steps to increase substantially black enroll-
ment in traditionally white institutions. In 1977
blacks were considerably underrepresented in tradi-
tionally white institutions in all of the Adams States
(see figure 2). In North Carolina,- where 21.9 percent
of the State population was black, 6 percent of the
enrollment in traditionally white institutions was
black; in Virginia, 18.7 percent of the State popula-
tion wasblack, and the black enrollment in tradition-
ally white institutions was 5 percent.

The desegregation criteria set the modest goal of
reducing the disparity between black and white
entrancerratelli traditionally white institutions by at
least 50 percent in a 5-year period. At the same time,
States that are the most segregated are required to
do less than others. The criteria do not require States
to increase black student admissions by more than
150 percent above the admissions for the academic

" To explain (urther the 150 percent requirement:

State A State B

Current _black admission rate 1,000 500
Proportionate black admissive rate 3,000 3,000
Disparity between current and proportionate rate 2,000 2,500
Reducing the disparity by 50% 1,000 1,750
5th year admission goal: reducing the disparity

by 50% or by net more than 150% above
current admission rate 2,000 1,250

Since State B is not required to increase black admissions by more than,150
percent above the current rate. the goal is 1.250 rather thin 1.750

24

year preceding the year in which the plan is
requested. Thus, if it is determined that a proportion-
ate entry rate for black students is 3,000 for each of
two States, and one State currently has an entry rate
of 1,000 black students and the other 500, the goal
for the final year of the plan for the State with 1,000
students will be to have a black student admission
rate of 2,000, while the goal for the State with 500
black students will be to have a black student
admission rate of 1,250.

The goals for reducing the disparity between
black and white admissions appear to apply only to
the system as a whole and not to individual institu-
tions. Black students tend to be least-represented in
the major. universities in these States. For example,
in 1977 the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville
enrolled 4 percent black students, although tradi-
tionally white 4-year institutions in the .State as a
whole enrolled 11 percent black students. Oklahoma
State University enrolled 3 percent black students,
compared to 6 percent for the traditionally white
institutions as a whole. Virginia- Polytechnic Insti-
tute and State University enrolled 1 percent black
students, while traditionally white institutions as a
whole enrolled 5 percent black students. Since the
major State universities have the greatest range_of______:
course and degree offerings and often are the major
feeder.institutions for State graduate and profession-
al programs, black enrollment in these institutions
must be increased substantially if equal opportunity
is to be achieved. The criteria should require a
reduction in disparate entrance rater at each institu-
tion in the system.
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Figure 2'
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iltjige Of Black EnrOlinient in All FOUr-Year Institidiont and in Traditionally White
institutions; Fall 1977
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This can be iMvpretecl as follows:in Arkaneas.-17.0'percent of the-enrollment in 4-ye ar institutions was biack. compared to 11.0 percent of Me
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Adopt the goal. that the proportion of black -State
residents who graduate from undergraduate institu-
tions in the State system and enter graduate study or
professional schools in the State system shall be at
least equal to the proportion of white State residents
who graduate from undergraduate institutions in the
State system and enter such schools. In assessing
progress toward this goal OCR will give consider-
ation to 'the number of blacks from each State who
enroll in graduate and professional schools outside
the State systeth.

At the graduate and professional levels, blacks
were severely underrepresented in all of the Adams
State systems (see figure 3). In Arkansas, for exam-
ple, where blacks constituted 17 percent of the
undergraduate enrollment, they were 7.9 percent of
the graduate enrollment and 4.4 percent of the

- _professional school-enrollmeht. Twelve percent of
the undergraduate enrollment; in Florida's 'public
institutions was black, compared to .7.4 percent of
the graduate and 4.7 percent of the professional
enrollment. In, States where traditionally black
institutions offered graduate and professional pro-
grams, black enrollment in these programs was
substantially higher. In North Carolina, although
12.1 percent of the graduate enrollment and 15.4
percent of the professional enrollment in the system
as a whole was black, 5.8 percent of the graduate
and 9.6 percent of the professional enrollment in
traditionally white institutions was black.

The criteria note that the goal of increasing black
enrollment in graduate and professional schools was
cited by 'he court of appeals in Adams as being of
particular importance. To implement thi goal the
criteria suggeit that States consider special recruit-
ment efforts at traditionally black institutions and
give attention.to increasing black enrollment in and
giaduation from traditionally white undergraduate
institutions that serve as "feeder institutions" for the
State's graduate and professional schools. To be
more effective, however, the criteria should require
the States to undertake these and other, measures.
States might develop programs to improve the
academic preparation of blacks already holding
baccalaureates- or those- returning to scliCOl who
may be deficient in some areas, such as science or
mathematics. The criteria should also require the
institutions to review their policies on part-time
study, on eligibility requirements for fellowships,
" 305 U.S. 337 (1938)
" 43 Fed. Reg. 6662 (1978)
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and on the required time limits for completing
graduate and professional degrees to accommodate
black students who may need to work while pursu-
ing an advanced degree.,

The criteria also propose giving consideration to
the number of flacks from each State who enroll in
graduate and professional schools outside the State
system when assessing progress toward desegrega-
tion goals. Because States must assume responsibility
for remedying the effects of past discrimination
within their public education ,systems, special con-
sideration should not be giyen to the number of
blacks who enroll in private or out-of-State schools.
This provision is reminiscent of the dual system
practice of providing tuition grants for blacks to
attend private or out-of-State graduate and profes-
sional schools. The Supreme Court of the United
States in Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada Si ruled
that out-of-State provisions for black higher educa-
tion were unacceptable and that the State has a duty
to provide "substantially equal" educational oppor-
tunities to all of its residents.

All of the criteria relating to increased enrollment
of blacks require the adoption of numerical goals,
but the States' implementation of the steps suggested
to meet the goals"reviewing, monitoring and
revising, as necessary, procedures for student re-
cruitment, admissions, compensatory instruction,
counseling, financial aid, and staff and faculty
development programs"12Lmust be monitored
closely by HEW if they are to result in achievement
of the goals. HEW's past experiences with higher
education desegregation indicate that specific com-
mitments and objectives concerning black recruit-
ment and admission at traditionally white institutions
are essential if the desegregation goals are to be met.
The district court noted in Adams that the desegre-
gation plans accepted by HEW in 1974 did not
adequately address these and other areas and, as a
result, failed to achieve even minimal progress
towards desegregation."

In the Adams litigation, the plaintiffs were con-
cerned that desegregation plans provide more than
"vague promises of affirmative recruiting" and
"unsubstantiated paper projections."" The plaintiffs
also wanted the plans to identify specific recruiting

" Adams v. Cagan°, 430 F. Supp. 118. 119-20 (D.D.C. 1977).
" Adams v. Weinberger. Motion for Further Relief. at 13.
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I &SWIM and proleesionsi enrollment kid des part-time student. . .

,../ This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas. blacks constituted 20 0 percent of the enrollment in 2-year institutions. 17.0 percent of the enrollment
in 4year institutions. 7.9 percent of the enrollment in graduate programs. and 4 4 percent of the enrollment in professional schools.

Source: U. S. Department of Health. Education, and Well ars. Office for Civil Rights, Third Annual Report on Progress in Implementing State-wide
Higher Education Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977).
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practiCes and to reassess admission policies' in order
to change racial enrollment patterns." Both affirma-
tive recruitment and admissions are necessary to
overcome the effects of past discrimination. Regard-
ing the need for special recruitment and admission
efforts, HEW said:

States may need to innovate in seeking out
talented students who will profit from higher,
education. They may need to broaden defini-
tions of 'potentials; to discount the effects of
early disadvantage on the development ofaca-
demic competence; and to broaden the talents
measured in admissions tests. . . ."

In developing an action agenda for equal opportu-
nity in higher education, the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education made a number of recommen-
dations for increasing access to college. These
included: improving elementary and secondary
school programs; creating educational opportunity
centers to provide counseling, testing, -and guidance
on educational opportunities; coordinating recruit-
ing efforts by individual institutions to ensure ade-
quate recruiting 'and counseling in advantaged and
disadvantaged locations; and using institutional facil-
ities during the summer as intensive counseling
clinics especially oriented to the needs of disadvan-
taged students!?

Commit the State to take all reasonable steps to
reduce any disparity between the proportion of black
and white students completing and graduating from
the 2-year, 4-year, and graduate public institutions
and establish interim goals, to be specified by the
State system, for achieving annual progress.
The proportion of blacks earning baccalaureate

degrees in 1977 in the six Adams State systems as a
whole and in traditionally white institutions in
particular was below the proportion of blacks
enrolled in 4-year institutions (see table 3). For
example, in Georgia where 18 percent of the
undergraduate enrollment was black, 9.2 percent of
the baccalaureate degrees were awarded to blacks.
Enrollment in Georgia's traditionally white institu-
tions was 10 percent black, and 4.8 percent of the
baccalaureate degrees were awarded to blacks.

" Id.
" 43 Fed. Reg. 6659- 60(1978).
" Lewis B Mayhew, The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 1977). p 79.
" James Lyons. "The Case for the Black College." Southern Exposure
Just Schools. vol II. no 2 (Summer 1979). pp 134-35. 430 F Supp. 118. 120
(D D C 1977). deposition of Martin Gerry. Acting Director. Office of
Civil Rights HEW, Jan 13, 1977. as reproduced in Institute for Services to
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The relatively low representation, of blacks among
recipients of advanced degrees, particularly doctoral
and profesSional degrees, was evident in all six States
(see figure 4). In Arkansas 2.8 percent of the
doctoral degrees and 3.7 percent of the professional
degrees were awarded to blacks. The racial distribu-
tion of advanced degree earners further demon-
strates the role that the traditionally black institution
has had in providing educational opportunities for
Blacks. In North Carolina none of the five tradition-
ally black institutions has a doctoral program, two
have master's programs, and one, North Carolina
Central, has a law school. In 1977 blacki earned 12.3
percent of the master's degrees in North Carolina;
however, 62 percent of the master's degrees earned
by blaaki were awarded by the traditionally black
institutions. In professional sc hools, blacks earned
10.9 percent of th degrees, 56 percent of which
were awarded by toe one traditionally black institu-
tion. Black representation among doctoral degree
earners was 2.1 percent, a considerable drop from
the proportion of blacks earning master's and profes-
sional degrees.

Despite the high concentration of blacks in 2-y.tar
institutions, blacks earned proportionately fewer of
the associate degrees awarded than their representa-
tion in 2-year college enrollments (see table 4). For
example, in Oklahoma, 11 percent of the students
enrolled in 2-year institutions were black, compared
to 6:8 percent of the students awarded associate
degrees.

The significant disparity between graduation rates
for black and white students indicates that retention
of black students, is a serious problem. Educators
refer to the "revolving, door" aspect of higher
education desegregation, where blacks enroll in:
creasingly in white institutions but do not gradu-
ate."
. In 1979 the Office for Civil Rights analyzed.

minority attrition in 233 predominantly white col-
leges and universities with a significant difference
between the racial distribution of the freshman class
in the fall of 1976 and that of the junior class in the
fall of 1978." The attrition rate for blacks from
freshman to junior year was 65 percent, compared to

Education, A Critical Examination of The Adams Case A Source Book.
comp. Leonard L. Haynes 111 (Washington, D.C.: 1978) p. H-1.
" U.S.. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil
Rights, "Targeting Analyses in Institutions of Higher Education Based on
Excess Minonty Attrition in Undergraduate Institutions and the Underre-
presentation of Minonties and Females in Professional Schools" (unpubl-
ished report. July 1979). These analyses are to assist OCR in selecting
institutions of higher education for compliance reviews. The target analyses
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38 percent for whites. A similar analysis of sopho-
more and senior enrollments in 135 institutions
showed attrition rates of 48 percet. for blacks and
17 percent for whites." .

wo significant causes of student attrition are
academic failure and lack of money." These barriers
are more likely to affect black students than white
students because they are more likely to have
attended inferior high schools (particularly poor,
inner-city schools) and to have received inadequate
academic training." Additionally, black students are
more likely to come from low-income families." In
1976, for example, almost half of black freshman
were from families earning $8,000 or less, compared
to' 7 percent of white freshmen." In 1976 the
Institutefor the Study of Educational Policy (ISEP)

-found: .

The educational barriers arising from the inter-
relationships of college costs, financial aid
program implementation and family income
together constituted the most significant educa-
tional barriers for Black students. ::These
financial barriers affected distribution and per-
sistence, as,well as access."

Financial barriers are even greater at the graduate
and profeisional levels than at the undergraduate
level because graduate and professional study costs
more than undergraduate study and fewer student
aid programs are available. The ISEP study found
that the likelihood of entering advanced study was
directly related to a student's ability to pay."

As in the areas of student recruitment and admis-
sions, the desegregation criteria must identify and
require specific measures to achieve the goal of
reducing disparate attrition rates. Among the mea-
sures that States might take to address the problem
of retention are:

for excess minority attrition included: (a) a comparison of the 1976-77
freshmen minority enrollment in an institution, with tile 1978-79 junior
enrollment of Cie same institution; and (b) a compulsion of the 1976 -77
sophomore minonty enrollment in an institution with the 1978-79 senior
enrollment of the same institution. The analysis was based on a subset of
higher education- institutions- that reported data for HEW's 'Higher
Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) Enrollment Surveys" in
1976-77. and 1978-79. All institutions were included in ,the targeting
analysis except those that fel. Into the following categories: (I) predomi.
randy minonty institutions (50 percent or more of total enrollment are
minority students); (2) all 2.year institutions; (3) institutions with only
graduate programs; (4) institutions of higher education with a nonminority
enrollment of 95 percent or more; and (5) institutions of higher education
located in outlying areas and U.S. service schools.
' Ibid.
" Howard University, Institute for the Study of Educational Policy, Equal
Educational Opportunity for Blacks in U.S. Higher Education: An Assessment
(Washington. D.C.: Howard University Press, 1976). pp. 85-166.
" Ibid.. p. 145.

An extensive retention study to (tete! mine the
extent and causes ofdispa to attrition rater..

A review of institutions curricula, particularly
for freshman, to ensure that apopriate educational
assistance is available for students with varied
backgrounds.

Special cc- Igrams for educationally or'fuancially
disadvantaged students, such as preeollment or
summer study programs, study skill develornt
programs, academic counseling, and finangial aid
programs.

At a July 1980 conference on the topic "AdaMs:
Higher Education Desegregationn," attended by rep-
resentatives from, most of the States that formerly
operated de jure dual systems of higher education,
black student retention was identified- as-a-serious
problem in many States." Florida has begun a
statewide longitudinal retention study using social
security numbers to 'track students.". For each
entering class, data bank is set up that tracks each
student by program and identifies "high risk" stu-
dents (by such criteria as'SAT scoresand midsemes-
ter grades). If a student does not reappear after three
consecutive quarters, he or she is classified as a
dropout." In Florida attrition rates are particularly
high for those transfering from community colleges
to 4-year institutions.100 In an effort to provide
assistance to high-risk students, some colleges re-
quire that all students on probation report for
cotinseling.1" Conference participants suggested
that institutions conduct exit interviews for students
who are not planning to return to identify reasons
why they drop out.102

The criteria set specific goals for increasing black
enrollment in the State systems; however, equality
of opportunity cannot be achieved if institutions fail

" Ibid.
H How Open Is the Door) p. xiii.
" Howard University, Equal Educational Opportunity for Blacks in US
Higher Education. p. 158.

Ibid., pp.,
" The conference, sponsored by the Arkansas Department of Higher
Education, was held in Little :_ack, Arkansas, July 29-31,1980. The States
with representatives in attendance included: Arkansas, Florida, Georgia.
Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas. and Virginia (hereafter cited' as Little Rock
Conference).

Delores Auzenne. special assistant to the chancellor, Florida Board of
Regents, statement at Little Rock Conference, July 30. 1980 (hereafter
cited as Auzenne Statement).

Ibid.
'" Ibid.
le, Ibid.
'a Little Rock Conference. Session on Strategy Devclopment for Student
Recruitment and Retention. July 31.1980.



Table 3

A'Comparison of Black Enrollment and Baccalaureate Degrees Earned in the Six
Adams States, Fall 1977

Baccalaureate
Enrollment degree earned
4-year 4-year

Enrollment Baccalaureate traditionally traditionally
at 4-year degrees white black
Institutions earned institutions institutions

Percent Number Percent . e Percent Number Percent

Arkansas

. Florida.

--Georgia-

Oklahoma

North Carolina

Virginia

17.0

12.0

18.0

6.0

21.0

15.0

5,156

20,565

12,580

10,191

.15,779

15,706

11.7

7.1

9.2

4.9

16.3

11.1

11.0

6.0

10.0

5.0

6.0

5.0

4,814

19,882

11,898

10,013

13,467

14,300

6.1

4.2

4.8-

3.2

3.3

3.0

Source* U. S Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights. Third Annual Report on Progress sh Implementing S ate-mde Higher EducationDesegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977).



'PercentegaotBeireeii Eainid by Blacks In the Six Adams States,
441y10076;4: June* 107i

0

' InciOdfis ony those associate degrees awarded at 2-yeer Institutions. -

A test degree Is one that rises the following criteria; (1) it signifies completion of the academic requirements tobegin a practice In a
Profession: (2) it is based on a prognsmthat requirie at Nast 2 years of college work prior to entrance; and (3) 8 total of at Sew g academic yews
of college work to complete the program.

This can be interpreted as follows: in Arkansas. blacks gamed 110 percent of the associate degrees. 11.7 percent of the baccalaureets degrees.
90 percent of the mutes degrees 29 percent of the doctorates, and 3.7 percent of the first professional degrees.

Source' U. S. Department of Health. &ideation. and Welfare, Office for Civil Rights. Third Annual Report on Progrosiln ImplonwIting Statoivido
Higher Education Ilasogrogstion Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977).
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Table 4:-
C

A Comparison of Slack Enrollment and Associate Degrees Earned in the Six Adams
States, Fall 1977

Percent black
enrollment in
2-year institutions

Associate degrees
earned

Percent Number Percent

Arkansas 20.0 , ' 868 14.8
. ,

Florida 17.0 25,021 8.0

Georgia._ 15.0 2,989 8.1

bklahoma 11.0 4,657 6.8

Nc.,,:th Carolina 26.0 8,696 12.9

Virginia 20.0 6,004 9.5

Includes only associate degrees awarded at 2-year institutions.

Source' U S Department of Hunk Education, and Welfare. Office for Civil Rights. Third Annual Reporton Progress in Implementing State-wide Higher Education
Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977)
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to increase and retain the number of black graduates
at all levels of the system.

Commit theiState to expand mobility between 2-
year and 4-year institutions as a means of meeting
the goals set forth in these criteria.
Because black students were proportionately bet-

ter represented in 2-year institutions in the six Adams
States (see table 2), the 2-year colleges are an
important source for, recruiting' blacks to attend 4-
year institutions. The desegregation criteria should.
not only require State .commitments to expand
mobility from 2-yeir to 4-year institutions, but
should also identify and require specific measures for
achieving this goal.

Two-year colleges extend access to higher educa-
tion to high school graduates or otherwise quh'ified
students.' The growth of 2-year colleges over the
last few decades has been attributed t6 their open
admission policies, their geographic distribution,
their usually low tuition rates, and the wide variety
of programs they offer.' Two-year institutions
generally are representative racially of the commu-
nities they serve.10' .These institutions offer dual'
curriculaacademic programs leading to transfer to
4-year institutions and technical-vocational pro-
grams that may be completed at the 2-year institu-
tions."°.

Data on 2-year. college enrollment show, that,.
although a large percentage of students entering 2-
year institutions indicate a desire to transfer to 4-
year institutions, the proportion who do is relatively
small.' Furthermore, attrition rates 2-year insti-
tutions have been consistently higher Nan those at 4
year institutions.10' Many 2-year college students
who do transfer to 4-year colleges, however, have
academic records comparable to those of students
who began in 4-year institutions.'"

Florida has one of the most extensive public 2-
year college systems in the Nation. In 1977 more
than 80,000 full-time students were enrolled in 2-
year institutions in the Florida sysiem. Over 20,000
associate degrees creAtable toward a baccalaureate
degree were awaraeu, and in addition, 6,600 asso-
ciate degrees not wholly creditable toward a bacca-
laureate were awarded. In Florida, public 2-year
I" Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open-Dopr Colleges
(New York. McGraw-Hill. June 1970). pp. 1-13.
IN Ibid.. p, 12.
IN Roger Yarrington, vice president. American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, telephone interview. Nov. 14. 1980.
IN Howard University. Institute for the Study of Educational Policy. The
Dilemma of Access: Minorities in Two Year Colleges by Micheal A. Olivas
(Washington. D.C.: Howard University Press. 1979). p. II.

q
institutions have transfer or articulation agreements
whereby any student with an associate of arts degree
can be admitted to a State 4-year institution."° The
Florida articulation programs have structured
course outlines requiring students to take transfera-
ble credits."' Fifty-eight percent of the students in
Florida's 4-year institutions transferred from the .
community college system.'"

To increase enrollment at traditionally white
institutions, States should take steps to facilitale
articulation between 2-year to .4-year institutions.
Such steps might include:

Providing academic counseling to entering stu-
dents and developing other measures to ensure that
black students are not 'channeled disproportionately
into technical or vocational programs.

Providing a more structured core of required
courses at 2-year institutions geared toward 4-year
college requirements.

Giving 'special attention'to the. needs of students
in academic transfer programs to ensure that'these
students are given first priority to transfer to 4-year
institutions.

.* Adopt the goal of increasing the proportion,of white
students attending traditionally black institutions.
The criteria specify that the establishment of

numerical goals for the enrollment of.White siuderits
at traditionally black' institutions must be preceded
by an increased enrollment of black students at
traditionally white institutions and by the achieve-
ment of specific steps to strengthen the black
institutions. The reason for deferring this objective is
to guard against the possibility that desegregation
efforts may result in a diminution of higher educa-
tion opportunities for blacks. If whites enroll at
traditionally black institutions without a concomi-
tant enrollment of 'blacks at traditionally white
institutions, the result will be a decrease in the
overall percentage of blacks enrolled in the system.

The National Association for Equal Opportunity
in Higher Education, an organization representing
110 black college presidents, filed two amicus curiae
briefs in the course of the Adams litigation express-
ing its concern about the possible adverse effects of
desegregation on the future of black colleges and _

is., Mayhew, The Carnegie COMMIZi011 on Higher E,clucatian. pp. 150-51:
Carnegie Commission, The OpenDoor Colleges p. 18.
IN Mayhew. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. p. 150.
IN Ibid.. p. 131.

Auziime Statement.
'" Ibid.
I" Ibid.
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their primary mission of .educating black Ameri-
cans.:" The court of appeals noted that black
institutions "currently fulfill a crucial need and will
continue to play an important role in Black higher
education."" The district court subsequently in-
structed HEW to devise criteria for higher educa-
tion desegregation that would not place a greater
burden on black institutions or black students: "The

o deiegrliation process should take into account the
unique 'status of the Black colleges and the real
danger that desegregation will diminish higher
education opportunities for blacks.""s

The Commission supports HEW's deferral of th
goal of increasing white enrollment at tradi ly
black institutions until there is a substantial increase
in black enrollment at traditionally white institu-
tions. Theeafiee for Civil Rights, however, should
take appropriate steps to ensure that substantial
progress is made within a reasonable period in
achieving the loals related to black enrollment and
to strengthening the role of the black institutions.

Desegregation of Faculty and Staffs
State desegregation plans are to prqvide for

increased employment of blacks in academic and
nonacademic positions thr ughout the system and
for the increased representation Of blacks among
appointive positions on thegoverning boards of the
State system and of individual institutions. The
criteria contain a series of goals to be adopted bythe
States that are to increase the number of black3
employed.in institutions of bigher education.

Adopt the goal that the proportion of black faculty
and of administrators at each institution and on the
staff of each gokrning bollid. or any other State
higher education entity in positions not requiring the
doctoral degree, shall at least equalihe.proportion of
black students graduating with nester's degrees in
the appropriate discipline from institutions within the
State system, or the proportion of black individuals
with the required credentials for such positions in the
relevant labor market area, whichever is greater.

Adopt the goal that the prcpertion of black faculty
and administrators at each institution and on the
staff of each governing board, or any other State
higher education entity, in positions requiring the

"3 hdams v. Caitlin°. 430 F. Supp. 118. 120. n.I (D.D.C. 1977).
1,4 Adams v. Richardson. 480 F.2d 1159.1161 -65 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
I" 430 F. Supp. 118. 120 (D.D.C. 1977)
". Eva C. Galambos. Racial Composition of Faculrks in Public Colleges and
Universities of the South (Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board.

4.1
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doctor ee. s all at lei equal the proportion of
black individuals with the credentials required for
such positions in the relevant labor market area.

Assure hereafter and until the foregoinrgoals are
=met that. for the traditionally white *institutions as a
whole, the proportion of blacks hired to fill faculty
and administrative vacancies shall rot be less than
the p portion, of black individuals with the creden-
tials for such positions in the relevant labor
market are
In in the six Adams States, public higher.
ucation institutions remained racially identifiable

by faculty and 'staff. An analysis of employment
patterns showed:

Black representation on faculties at traditionally
white 'institutions was extremely low. Blacks were
less than 3 percent of the full-time instructional
faculty at traditionally white institutions in all six
States (see figure 5).

Black representation on faculties at 2-year insti,
tutions was somewhat higher than their representa-
tion on faculties at 4-year traditionally white institu-
tions. Blacks ranged from 3.3 percent of the 2-year
faculty in Oklahoma to 8.1 percent in Florida (see
table 5).

Black representation in noninstructional profes-
sional positions at traditionally white institutions was
significantly below their representation in the popu-
lation, btu higher than their representation in in-
structional faculty positions (see tables 6 and In

. five of six States, the majority of black faculty in the
4-year institutions was concentrated in traditionally
black institutions (see figure 6). A 1979 study of the
racial composition- of faculties in public colleges and
universities found similar 'patterns of segregated
employment in 14 of the 17 Southern and Border
States."

Desegregation has progressed least in faculty and
staff employment at traditionally white institutions.
In spite of this lack of progress, the criteria designed
to bring about employment desegregation are not
strong enough to achieve their goal. First, the
criteria emphasize short-term goals based on the
proportion of blacks with advanced degrees current-

1979). pp. 1. 10. The '14 States studied were Alabama. Arkansas. Florida.
Georgia. Kentucky. Louisiana, Maryland. Mississippi. North Carolina.
South Carolina. Tennessee. Texas. Virginia. and West Virginia. The data
covered faculty employed full time either in 1976-77 or I977-78, in less
than 5 percent of the reporting institutions the data pertain to 1975-76.
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This or be tritely,* as follows: in kkannai 2 Soircent of the faculty at Tliyls is black, IXMowed to T5-6 dement of the faculty at TBIs

Source, kit S. Debut/nerd of Health. Education. and We dare. Office for Civil Flights. Tnacl Annual Report on Progress In Implominfing Statewde
Mena Education Aftugeogation Plans (04713030 Survey ,1977)
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Table 5

Full-Time Instructional Faculty in Public Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

. .

4-year Institutions 2-year InstItutiontl

TWIs IBIS

Total
Percent
black Total

Percent
black Total

Percent
black

Arkansas 2,403 2.5 158 75.3 303 7.6

Florida 5,590 3.0 307 67.1 4,403 8.1

Georgia 5,483 1.7- 410 73.9 -865 6.4

Oklahoma 3,591 1.8 78 61.5 1,035 3.3

North Cirolina 5,450 2.1 918 65.6 3,056 6.6

Virginia 6609 1.5 618 f67.3 1,966 6.0
1

'Two-yuar institutions have not been categonzed as TWIs (traditionally white institutions) or 1131s (traditionally black institutions)

:Source U S Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Officefor Civil Rights Third Annual Report on Progress in Implementing State-wide Higher Education
Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977) .

Table 6

Part-Time Instructional Faculty in Public Institutions in the Six Adams States, Fall 1977

4-year InatliutIons 2-year Institutions

TWIs TB!,

Total
Percent
black Total

Percent
black Total

Percent
black

Arkansas 592 1.9 . 147 84.4 151 9.3

Florida 372 1.3 4 50.0 5,717 10.2

Georgia 918 2.9 19 52.6 292 13.7

Oklahoma 643 2.5 4 50.0 1,510 2.7

North Carolina 214 1.9 21 66.7 2,724 8.0

Virginia"' 461 3.5 65 70.7 26 3.9

Two-year institutions have not been categonzed as TWIs (traditionally white instituiions) or TElfs (traditionally black institutions)
Source U S Department of Health Education and Wetfare. Office for Civil Rights. ThirdAnnual Report on Progress in Implementing Statewide Higher Education

Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 197.7)
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Table 7

Full -Time, Noninstructional, Professional Employees 1 in Public Institutions in the Six
Adams States, F8111977

4-par Institutions 2-yaar Institutions 2

MI. Ills

Total
Percent
black Total

Parcant
black Total

Percent
. black

Arkansas 1.535 7.9 132 91.7 130 ,7.7

Florida 3,200 4.8 173 77.5 1,341 8.6

Georgia 3,672 5.7 195 89.7 418 7.7

Oklahoma 2,156 5.5 41 92.7 354 6.2

North Carolina 2,477 4.7 358 87.4 1,397 11.8

Virginia 5,068 7.9 168. 89.3 829 10.0

.. ,
' Includes executive. managerial. administrative. and prolossional nonfeculty employees

'Two-year Institutions have not been categorized as TISts (traditionally white Institutions) or This (traditionally black esSitutions).

Source. U. S Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Office for Civil Rights, Third Mnuel Report on Progross in knplemnting Sala -wide Higher Education
Desegregation Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977).
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Figure 6

;001ifibtatibli cf.BISCA"-FUll-Tintelnstructional Feculhil! Public Four -Year InstitutiOns in
.the 51x Atha= Statiiii,'Fill,1977

;Pikent
0 20

This can be intiiiiiirted as jollowsi ihrlumses. 99 9 parent tit all black'hiculty went In tradition,/ Wadi institutions and 33.1 percent ivepre in
trethbonaNY white Institutions.

Soutar U. S. Oeeillitinet t of Health. Education. and Welfare. Office for Civil Rights. Tiwid Annual Report on Progress in Implementing Stataivicla
tagliar Education Duagragatoon Plans (OCR 3000 Survey. 1977).
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ly in the labor market; second, the remedies suggest-
ed in the criteria"' do not always take into account
the effect that historic discrimination has had on
limiting the supply of blacks with advanced degrees;
third, the proposed remedies are not mandated.

The criteria goals for faculty and staff &segrega-
tion use as a target tilt proportion of blacks
graduating with appropriate degrees from State
universities or those with the required credentials in
the relevant labor market.'" Faculty positions with
the academic rank of assistant professor, associate
professor, or professor generally require the doctor-
al degree. In 1978, 90.4 percent of the full-time
instructional faculty in public universities and 86.7
percent of those in other 4-year public institutions
had the rank of professor, associate professor, or
assistant professor.'" , t.
.

Some of the disparities in employment of black
faculty may be accounted for by the limited number
of blacks with doctorates and by the overrepresenta-
tion of those. With the doctoral degree in certain
disciplines. In 1975-76, blacks earned 3.6 percent of
the doctorates awarded in the United States and 3.2
percent of those awarded in the 17 Southern and
Border 'States." Over half of the 1,213 doctorates
awarded to blacks nationally were in the field of
education."

The limited number of blacks with doctorates and
black overrepresentation in the education discipline
are both outcomes of past discrimination in employ-
ment and educational opportunities. Historically, the
primary source of higher education opportunities for
blacks was the traditionally black institution. These
institutions provided limited opportunities for gradu-
ate study. Traditionally, career opportunities for
blacks have centered on teaching, and under segre-
gation, this meant teaching in black elementary and
secondary schools and black colleges." For this
reason, the training of teachers has been the primary
mission of most traditionally black higher education
institutions.'" Because the traditionally black institu-
tion has been the principal source of employment for

"' The measures suggested by OCR are as follows. employment rro-
grams prbvidtng centralized recruitment. vacancy and applicant listings;
transfer options, faculty development programs permitting release time for
black faculty to attain the terminal degree: and the interchange of faculty
on a temporary or permanent basis among traditionally white and
traditionally black institutions within the State system " 43 Fed Reg 6663
(1978).
"6 The HEW criteria define the labor market as the geographical area in

which an institution or campus traditionally recruits or draviripplicants
possessing the requisite credentials for vacancies in faculty. administrative.
or nonacademic personnel positions. 43 Fed Reg 6663 (1978)
"' The Condition of Education (1979). p 120. table 3 13

Q

black doctorates, they have chosen education as
their field of specialization."

The employment of black faculty in the tradition-
ally white institutions continues to be extremely low
(see figure 5). The Southern Regional Education
Board has said:

Until there is an increase in the number of
advanced degrees earned by blacki . in the
region, especially at the doctoral level, and until
black graduate students are more widely dis-
persed among disciplines other than education, ,

it will be 'very difficult to increase black-
representation on college faculties in the re-
gion.'"

A 1979 analysis of affirmative action in employ-
ment in higher education by the Institute for the
Study of Educational Policy concluded:

The principal effect of this long-term discrimi-
nation was to discourage the formation of larger
supplies of qualified manpow-
er. . . .Affirmative action in employment
by. . . .institutions which have traditionally
denied opportunity to blacks is an important
and necessary step to ensuring increases in the
supply of qualified manpower.'"

Given the low proportion of black faculty and
administrators at traditionally white institutions and
the low proportion of blacks with advanced degrees,
it is certain that if substantial faculty desegregation is
to occur in the foreseeable future, the criteria should
require that State plans include: (1) effective, 'affir-
mative recruitment and selection programs; (2)
specific programs to advance current black faculty;
(3) long-range plai..i to increase the pool of blacks
with the required credentials for faculty positions;
and (4) an ongoing plan to reexamine the credentials
that are required for faculty positions.

Recruitment. The criteria note that one way of
increasing the number of black faculty is the mainte-
nance of a centralized recruiting system. An example
of such a system is that of the State of Florida,

.. Data on Earned Degrees. vol. 11. pp. 926,942. tables 13 and 18.

'" ibid.. p. 373. table 8
'n Howard University. Institute for the Study 3f Educational Policy. The
Case for Affirmative Action for Blacks in Higher Education, by John E
Fleming. Gerald R. Gill. and David H. Swinton (Washington D.C.:
Howard University Press. 1978). pp 220-22 (hereafter cited as The Case for

Affirmative Action).
.26 'bid,
I" 'bid.
us Galambos. Racial Composition of Faculties. Highlights
'w The Case forAfrmativeAction. p 222
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.which has instituted a centralized vacancy listing
system for all institutions and which maintains a
computerized applicant data pool.'" States should
also develop sources for potential applicants such as
traditionally black institutions; black professional
organizations; the National Association for Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education, which maintains
a referral pail; and the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board that can help identify applicants. The
public and private sectors employ significant num-
bers of blacks with advanced degrees. Realizing that
the state of the economy greatly influences job
choices and that college faculty positions are often
less remunerative than others, private industry and
government, nevertheless, can be tapped asa source
for recruiting black faculty and administrators.

Recruitment and selection procedures should in-
clude provisions for maintaining records on the
procedures used to identify and evaluate black
applicants. Since most faculty appointments are
initiated by the departments within an institution,
department search and selection committees should
include blacks.' Traditionally white institutions
having problems attracting black faculty because of
their locations might consider offering blacks oppor-
tunities to teach in summer sessions in an. effort to
attract faculty and farililiarize .therh with' the oppor-
tunities available at their institutions. ,

Faculty development programs. The criteria' also
note that desegregation plans may include faculty
development programs. Such programs should in-
clude specific measures to advance current black
faculty by providing opportunities for them to,
obtain the doctoral degree, such as leaves of absence
for study and professional development. Such pro-
grams are particularly appropriate for black faculty
in 2-year institutions who often hold master's de-
grees. Four-year institutions offering feilowshipsto
faculty on a work-study basis can also increase the
number of blacks eligible to teach at the university
level.

Other programs to increase the pool of blacks with
appropriate degrees. States should also develop pro-
grams that are coordinated with the student desegre-
gation effort to increase the number of black
" Auzenne Statement
m Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, Making
Affirmative Action Work to Higher Education (San Francisco: )osseyBass.
1975). p 59

' Educational Factors Relating to the Criteria, p 41
'" Carnegie Council. Making Affirmative.Action Work in Higher Education,
p 133
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graduate and professional students, thereby increas-
ing the pool of blacks holding doctoral and other
professional degrees. Although student desegrega-
tion efforts should concentrate on recruiting in-State
students, efforts toincrease the 'pool of black
doctorates can include vut-of-State sources as well.
Graduate students and faculty members can be used
to. recruit at traditionally black public and private
institutions and at universities in other parts of the
country. Appointing black graduate students to4"---
teaching or research assistant, positions not only
provides financial assistance to these students, but
might also stimulate their interest in pursuing careers
as college professors. Particular attention should be
given to 'increasing the number of blacks with
degrees in the disciplines in which they are underre-
presented and in disciplines that represent growth
areas for the 1980s such as architecture, computer
science, and health services.'"

Reexamination of the credentials required for facul-
ty employment. Although colleges and universities
traditionally require the doctorate in the over-
whelming majority of faculty positions, special
circumstances often -dictate a change in this policy.
In the .1960s when institutions experienced 'both a
rapid growth in enrollment and a shortage of
qualified applicants for faculty positions, they fre-
quently hired persons who had not completed the
requirements for the doctorate as "acting assistant
professors."'" More recently, the trend toward
hiring nontenure-track faculty has been precipitated
by projected declines in enrollment, budget con-
straints, and faculty retrenchment plans."' Many
institutions are reluctant to hire permanent faculty
members and prefer to hire nontenured faculty with
master's degrees to teach introductory cofirses."2 In
the academic year ending in 1977, less than 50
percent of new hiies in 10 disciplines at 4-year
institutions held doctorates."

Four-year institutions can increase the number of
black faculty and give them the opportunity to
obtain the terminal degree by hiring blacks with
master's degrees in entry-level; instructlr, and lec-
turer positions. Since a higher proportion of the
faculty at 2-year institutions tend to have less than
"*. The Condition of Education (1979), p. 93.
1" Ibid.
1u The 10 disciplines were: agriculture and natural resources, arts and
humanities, biological sciences, business and management, education.
engineering, mathematics, physical science, social science (basic), and
social sciences (other). Ibid., pp. 122 -23, table 3.14
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the doctoral degree, this provides an additional
source for black faculty who can be encouraged to
pursue the doctoral degree and teach at 4-year
institutions."'

The projected decline in enrollment in higher
education, together with the elimination of mandato-
ry retirement and an increasing proportion offaculty
with tenure, will result in fewer opportunities for
faculty employment in the 19,80s."' This undoubted-
ly will pose some difficulties in meeting dese. grega-
don goals. These factors, however, should not be
used as an excuse for delaying the desegregation
process. Long-range State plans for higher educa-
tion should address these issues and provide mecha-
nisms to help ensure that faculty desegregation is
achieved.

Areas Not Addressed by the Criteria
As States move toward a unitary system of higher

education in which there are more white students
and faculty at the traditionally black institutions,
some assurances are needed that black administra-
tors and' black faculty are not displaced. The
desegregation criteria neglect to address this impor-
tant concern. DesegregatiOn at the elementary and
secondary level resulted in the ,displacement of
thousands of black teachers and administrators who
were systematically dismissed, demoted, or pres-
sured to resign when schools were desegregated.""
Black administrators, primarily principalS, experi-
enced the greatest displacement."' In light of these
experiences, it is essential. that the higher education
desegregation criteria provide safeguards to help
ensure that such occurrences will not be repeated. In

November 1973, HEW sent letters to each of the
Adams States outlining guidelines for developing
desegregation plans. Included in these guidelines
were prohibitions against the reassignment of faculty
to the detriment of eligibility for tenure and other
employee benefits."' HEW further noted that, "Any

"a !bid, p. 93.
'" Educational Factors Relating to the Criteria. pp 3. 41
l" U S.. Commission on Civil Rights. Twenty Years After Brown (1977). p
57 See also. National Education Association. "Report on Task Force
Appointed to Study the Problems of Displaced Personnel Related to
School Desegregation." December 1964. Robert Hooker. Displacement of
Black Teachers in the Eleven Southern States (Nashville. Race Relations
Information Center. 1970). U.S, Congress. Senate. Select Committee on
Equal Educational Opportunity. Hearings: 91st Cong 2d seas . 1970. pt 3-
A. pp 1017-20, 1043-47
'"
"a peter E. Holmes. Director. Office for Civil Rights. HEW, letter to
Linwood Holton. Governor of Virginia. Nov. 10. 1973
." Peter E Holmes. Director. Office for Civil Rights. HEW. letter to
George L Simpson. Jr. chancellor. University System of Georgia. Nov.
10. 1973

reduction in the percentage of tenured or non-
tenured black faculty and staff in the system will be
presumed to violate Title VI. "19 These prohibitions
and presuinptions should have been included in the
present criteria.

The 1973 guidelines also provided for ending
discrimination in policies and practices at individual
institutions related to college-supported housing,
health care, employment services, training assign-
ments, intercollegiate athletic programs, and other
extracurricular activities. In many instances discrim-
ination persists in these ,areas. For example, in
intercollegiate athletic-s in the Southern and Border
States, the majority of black and white colleges
belong to segregated conferences, within the Nation-
al Collegiate Athletic Association or other athletic
assoeiations.1 The present desegregation criteria,$
however, do not address any of these areas.

The desegregation criteria are based on the
principle that where there has been de jure segrega-
tion States have a duty to take affirmtive remedial
steps to achieve results in overcoming the effects of
prior discrimination."1 Segregation and long-stand-
ing racial inequities in State systems of higher
education continue to exist over a quarter of a
century after the Brown decision outlawed segrega-
tion in public education. The higher education
desegregation criteria lack the specificity needed to
achieve significant results in remedying these inequi-
ties.

Substantial prdgress in implementing the desegre-
gation plans developed pursuant to these criteria has
not been made. In July 1980 higher education
representatives from the Adams States Indicated
problems in all of the criteria areasenhancing the
traditionally black institutions, increasing black en-
rollment, and increasing black faculty. 142 Cynthia G.
Brown, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Depart-
ment of Education, addressing a meeting of higher

"1" National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics. The 1978-
/979 National Directory of College Athletics (Men's Edition). Intercollegiate
athletics at black colleges have suffered from inadequate funding and
inadequate facilities. Despite the handicaps of discrimination and segrega
tion. black athletic conferences and individual institutions have made
notable athletic achievements, particularly in Olympic competitions, and in
the professional sports area. For further information. see "How Negro
Colleges Tumbled Sports Barriers." Negro Digest. November 1962, pp. 28-
37, ezerpted from A.S, "Doc" Young. Negro Firsts in Sports (Chicago:
Johnson Publishing Co.. 1962). Ocania Chalk. Black College Sports (New
York: Dodd. Mead & Co 1976).
"' 43 Fed Reg. 6659(1978)
"' Little Rock Conference.
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education officials from the Southern and Border
States,.said:

one of the objectives set forth in the Criteria, is
to bring black access to higher education to
parity with white access. Our data indicate a
substantial gap remaining in your States. Using
high school graduates from the previous spring
as a pool,. fall 1978 enrollment in the. . .five
States implementing plans. . .the white college-
going rate was 24.1 percent greater than the
black rate. . . . information regarding enroll-
ment at the traditionally black institutions is the
most distressing and demonstrates the need for
vigorous efforts to strengthen and enhance

"3 "Remarks by Cyntnia G. Brown on AdamsHigher Education Desegre-
gation." a paper presented at the Little Rock Conference, July 30, 1980, p.
7.
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traditionally black colleges. Not only did total
enrollment in the -traditionally black colleges
decrease during the 1978/79 academic year, but
white enrollment. . .decreased markedly, ex-
cept at the graduate level.'3

The desegregation criteria authorize the Office for
Civil Rights to impose more stringent requirements
on States for failure to meet interim goals.'4 It is an
appropriate time for OCR to review and evaluate
the desegregation process in the Adams States and to
require States that are not meeting their goals to
adopt more effective steps which will result in the
dismantling of the dual-system.

'44 43 Fed. Reg. 6663(1978).,
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4. Suinmary and Conclusion _

The histat3i,.4 higher educational opportunities
hiCkris tepletewitkdiscrimination and depriva-

n. Until 1954 segregation in education and its
inherent injustices were sanctioned by law or cus-

loth in many areas of the Nation. In that year, in its
historic DOW,: decision, the Supreme Court of the
:United' -States declared that segregation in public
education is unconstitutional.' The opportunity to
receive an education is a right that must be made
available to all Americans on equal terms.'

The -Brown decision had little immediate effect on
'the elimination of segregation and discrimination in
Public higher educatiOn. Title VI of CiVil Rights
Act Of 1964 forbids discrimination in programs or
activities receiving Federal financial assistance.'
Federal efforts to enforce Title VI in State systems
of higher education, however, were inadequate as
blacks continued to be the victims of segregation in
public higher education.

As a result of Adams V. Califano, the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare was ordered to
begin enforcement of Title VI in six States that

. continued to operate dual systems of higher educa-
tion.' Pursuant to the Adams decision, HEW devel-
oped specific criteria specifying the ingredients of an
acceptable plan for desegregating State systems of
higher education.

Overall, these criteria represent a positive step
toward dismantling dual systems of higher educa.
tion. The Commission, however, believes that a
stronger, more vigorous effort to implement the

347 U.S. 483 (1954).
at 493.

42 U.S.C. 82000d (1970).

criteria is needed, if equal opportunity is to be
achieved for this and succeeding generations of
black students. The criteria rely too heavily. on
commitments that States will act to end segregation
in their higher education systems. The experience to
date with desegregation of higher education, as with
elementary and secondary school desegregation, has
shown that reliance on good faith intentions to
achieve a unitary system does' not work. SpecifiC,
affirmative steps must be mandated if the effects of
past discrimination are to be overcome.

In view of their weaknesses, the criteria will be
even less-effective if there is limited commitment at
the Federal level to monitor and enforce their
implementation. This is particularly essential in light
of past experienceswith higher education desegrega-
tion when HEW accepted inadequate plans that
failed to achieve significant progress toward de-
segregation.' The success or failure of current
desegregation efforts relies heavily on the effective-
ness of Federal civil rights enforcement effort.

The ;v., Department of Education has a unique
opportunity fo renew the Federal commitment to
civil rights enforcement with regard to Title VI. In
higher education, the Department of Education
should:

Monitor the implementation of tgAiesegregation
plans in Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Oklahoma, and

430 F. Supp. 119 (D.D.C. 1977). Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, North
Carolina, Oklahoma. and 'Virginia.

Adams v. Richardson, 480 F. 2d 1139, 1163 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
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Virginia to ensure that established goals are oeing
met within the required timeframes.°

Determine the Title VI compliance status of the
remaining States that formerly maintained de jure
dual systems of higher education and require those
States that have -failed to eliminate the vestiges of
racial segregation to submit desegregation plans, in
accordance with the strengthened desegregation
criteria.'

Review the adequacy of the criteria for eliminat-
ing the effects of past discriinination and for achiev-
ing a unitary system.

The Commission also believes that the criteria
need to be strength 'd in several areas:

In redefining tt.. missions of traditionally black
institutions with regard to the level, range, and
scope of programs and degren offered, their mis-
sions 'should be expanded, to aid their growth and
development.

Providing traditionally black institutions with
resources comparable to those at traditionally white
institutions with similar missions will not remedy the
effects of decades of deprivation and underfunding.
Traditimially black institutions must be provided
"catch-up" funding if their status is to improve
significantly. Additional funds are necessary if black
institutions are to compete adequately for programs,
facilities, and faculty.

.1 On January 15, as this statement went to press. the Department of
Education notified Flonda that it hrid not made satisfactory progress in
implementing portions or its desegregation clan, that vestiges of the dual
system continued to exist, 3nd that its higher education system in some
respects had become more segregated 11:c Deportment requested that
specific wirective action be taken within 45 days of the notifk:ation o1
noncompliance. Failure to comply Will lead to the Department% initiation
of enforcement proceedings. The Department oho notified the States of
Arkansas. Georgia. Oklahoma, and Virginia that 4:: rem! aspects of their
plans had not been implemented and. consequently, important oojectives in
their desegregation plans may not be acbeved. The States have been
requested to submit within 45 days specific corrective actions. 141or D.
August, Regional Civil Rights Director. Region VI, Department of
Education. letters to T. Michael Elliott, Director. Arkansas Department of
Higher Education. and to E.T. Dunlap, Chancellor. Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher Education. Dec. 3. 1980; Dewey E. Dodds, Director.
Office for Civil Rights, Region III. Department of Education, letter to J.
Wade Gilley. Secretary of Education. Commonwealth of Virginia. Nov.
22. 1980; Louis Bryson. Director, Post Secondary Education Division,
Office for Civil Rights, Region IV, Department oT Education, telephone
interview, January 22..1981
' As this statement want to press, the Department of Education took action
pursuant fora Dee 17. 1980. order of the United States Distnct Court for
the District of Columbia that it issue findings of compliance or noncomplj
ante with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the higher education
systems of Texas. Alabama. Delaware. South Carolina. Missouri. Ken
tucky, and West Virginia by Jan, 15. 1981. and in that of Ohio by Apr. 15.
1981, The Department of Education announced that Alabama. Delaware.
Kentucky. Missourt. South Carolina. Texas, and West Virginia were in
violation of Title VI for having failed to eliminate the vestiges of frnmer de

jure segregation within their public higher education systems
The Department requested that Alabama, Delaware. Kentucky, and South
Carolina submit statewide higher education desegregation plans within 60
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Eliminating unnecessary duplicatio does not
promise to be an effective mechanisni if involves
only the realigning of traditional disciplines, ,uch as
education and business, which are readily avqable
at other public and private institutions. E-teltistve
programming for traditionally black institJtiotis

must include specialized or career-oriented curricula
that will strengthen these institutions and attract
students without regard to race.

Requiring that States ,give only "priority consid-
eration" to placing new programs at traditionally
black institutions will not help to ensure that they
receive new undergraduate, graduate, and profes-
sional programs. Good faith efforts have a poor
record as a mechanism for desegregation. States
should be required to place specific new programs at
traditionally black institutions that will enhance and
expand their missions.

The goals for the proportionate enrollment of
black and white high school graduates in the State
system should include separate .goals for 2-year
institutions and traditionally white 4-year institutions
to preclude States from meeting this goal by increas-
ing black enrollment in 2-year institutions and
traditionally black institutions:,

The formula for increasing the number of black
admissions at traditionally white institutions is un-
necessarily restrictive. States are not required to
days of the notification of noncompliance. Texas, which was also found to
be in noncompliance. untaril y had submitted a provisionally acceptable
statewide desegregation plan to the Department of Education before
completion of the Department's compliance review. Finding that West
Virginia and Missouri had substantially eliminated the vstiges of their
former de jure systems of public higher education in all but a few
institutions West Virginia University. the University of Missouri at
Columbia, the University of Missouri at Rolla. and Southeast Missouri.
State Universitythe Drtartment of Education indicated that it will
negotiate directly effected universittee that have been requested to
submit plans of cont.:live action or responses indicating that corrective
action has been taken within 60 days of the notification of noncompliance.
Thr Department frond that the other 13 traditionally white public
institutions in West Virginia employed very few blacks on their faculties
an<f staffs, but refernoi the matter to the Office et 'Federal Contract
Compliance Programs, Department of Labor, for compliance responsibility
under Executive Order 11246, which prohibits discrimination in employ.
ment by contractors and subcontractors who receive Federal funds. Adams

Hufstedler, No 70- 3095 (D.D.C., Dec. 18, 1980). consent order;
statements by Cynthia G. Brown, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights.
Department r r Education, Jan 7, 1981, and Jan. 15. 1981; Cynthia G.
Brown, Assistans Secretary for Civil Rights, Department of Education,
letter to Mark Vt. Attorney General of Texas, Jan. 15. 1981; Dewey E.
Dodds, Regional Civil Rights Director, Region III, Department of
Education. letters to John a Rockefeller IV, Governor of West Virginia.
and to Pierre le; Dupont IV. Governor of Delaware, Jan. 7. 1981; William
H Thomas, Regions! Civil Rights Director, Region Iv. Department of
Education, letters to Fob James, Governor of Alabama. and to Richard W.
Riley, Governor of Stith Carolina, Jan 7, 1981. an to John Y. Brown. Jr..
Governor of Kentucky. Jan. 15. 1981. Jesse High. Regional Civil Rights
Director. Reason V11. Department of Education, letter to Christopher
Bond. Govti,.:-: of Missouri. Jan 15. 1981.



increase black admissions by more than 150 percent
above the admissions level for the academic year
preceding the year in which the plan is requested.

In achieving the goals for black enrollment in
graduate and professional schools, States should not
be given credit for black students who enroll in
graduate and professional programs, outside the
State system.

The criteria should ,require specific recruitment
and retention measures to help ensure the achieve-,
ment of goals for increasing the enrollment, reten-
tion, and graduation of black students at' all levels.

The criteria should require specific mechanisms
for recruiting black faculty and administrators, as
well as specific _measures for promoting black
faculty already in the system.

The criteria should require that States develop
long-range plani to increase the pool of blacks with
the required credentials for faculty employment.
This should be done in conjunctioil with increasing
the pool of graduate and professional students
enrolled in the system.
4! The criteria should- include safeguards to pre-
clude any reduction iii the number or status of black
faculty and administrators. Institutions that recruit
new faculty should be aware of any changes that
may lead to the reduction of minority faculty. A
change in faculty should not cause the displacement

r dismissal of minority faculty. The desegregation
faculty at the higher education level should

pro Mote increased opportunities for minority faculty
and not limit opportunities as was the casein the
desegregation of public elementary and secondary
schools.

Provisicns for the elimination of discrimination
in nonacademic areas, such as intercollegiate athletic
programs, employment, services, college housing,

Adams v Caldano, 434:F Supp '118. 119-29 (D D.0 1977)

health care, and extracurricular activities should be a
focus of the desegregation criteria.

The Adams decision is a milestone in desegrega-
tion law. It clearly establishes that it is the duty of
the.kederal Government to commence enforcement
proceedings when sits efforts to secure voluntary
compliance with Title VI fail to achieve desegrega-
tion within a reasonable time. The court of appeals
said:

a request for voluntary compliance, if not
followed by responsive action. . .within a rea-
sonable time, does not relieve [HEW] of the
responsibility to enforce Title VI. . and consis-
tent failure to do so is a dereliction of duty
reviewable in the courts.'

The Commission strongly supports the Adams
decision and its mandate for a unitary system of
higher education in which each institution in the
system will provide equal educational opportunity
and be accessible to all students without regard to
race.

The Commission continues to believe that de-
segregation of public education is the principal tool
for achieving equality of educational opportunity. In
1954 Chief Justice Earl Warren said, "it is doubtful
that any child may reasonably be expected to
succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an
education." The importance of education as a
means of fulfilling the American dream has become
more evident in the 26 years since Brown. As the
Nation enters a new decade, it is appropriate to
reflect on the'meaning and promise of Brown. and to
make a firm commitment that the 1980s will witness
the achievement of equal educational opportunity at
all levels.

' Brown v. Board olducal.ln of Topeka, 7,47 U S. 433, 493 (1934)
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Appendix A

Traditionally Black Public Institutions
Alabama
Alabama Atfav! University (LG)
Alabama State University
Lawson State Community College
S.D. Bi Shop State Junior College

Arkansas
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff (LG)

Delaware
Delaware State College (LG)

Florida
Florida A&M University (LG)

Georgia
Albany State College
Fort Valley State College (LG)
Savannah State College

Kentucky
Kentucky State University (LG) 7

Louisiana
Grambling State University
Southern University A&M College (LG)
Southern University in New Orleans
Southern University Shrevesport-Bossier (2-year)

Maryland
Bowie State College
Coppin State College'
Morgan State University
University of'Maryland- Eastern Shore (LG)

Mississippi
Alcorn State University (LG)
Coahoma Junior College
Jackson State University
Mississippi Valley State University
Utici Junior College

Missouri
Lincoln University (LG)
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North C.ariiina
'Elizabeth City State University
Fayetteville State University
North Carolina A&T State University (LG)
North Carolina Central University
Winston-Salem State University

Ohio
Central State College

Oklahoma
I 7Aigston University (LG)

Pennsylvania
Cheyney State College
Lincoln University
I :

South Carolina
South Carolina State College (LG)

c

Tennessee .

Tennessee State University (LG)

Texas
Prairie View A&M University (LG)
Texas Southern University

Virginia
Norfolk State University
Virginia State University(LG)

West Virginia
Bluefield State College
West Virginia State College,

(LG)= Land -Grant College

These are traditionally black institutions that are
now predominantly white.

Lincoln University became a State-related institu-
tion in 1972. Although it is not State-owned (as is
Cheyney State College) and is governed by an
independent board of trustees, it is financially depen-
dent upon the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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